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REGISTERED TRADE MARK ®

A FEW PHOTOGRAPHS OF OUR POPULAR WAR

OF THE ROSES RANGE

NEW POSTAGE RATES

(with immediate effect)

Up to £1
£2

20p
30p
40p
50p
60p
70p
80p
90p

£1.00
£1.05

each £1 or part thereof
thereafter 5p

PRICE LIST

Foot Casting 8p
Rider Casting 9p
Horse Casting lip
Camel Casting 16p
Elephant Casting 66p
Gun, Limber 40p to 45p
Strip of 5 Infantry or 3

Cavalry or Gun or
Limber, 15mm Scale .. 15p

Full Catalogue (Inland) 65p

MINIATURE FIGURINES
28-32 NORTHAM ROAD. SOUTHAMPTON 802 OPA

LIMITED
Telephone 20855 (0703)



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
UJU MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

April 1976 additions to range

25mm

English Civil War (ECW)
ECW20 Musketeer, marching
ECW21 Pikeman, marching
ECW22 Pikeman, at ease
ECW23 Musketeer, loading

English Civii War Cavalry (ECWC)
ECWC13 Carabinier. at rest
ECWC14 Heavy cavalry, firing pistol
ECWC15 Medium cavalry, with pistol

Ancient Roman (AR)
AR28 Roman Legionary, charging
AR29 Roman Legionary, charging with

sword
AR30 Centurion, charging

Ancient Greek (AG)
AG13 Hoplite 400 B.C., at rest
AG14 Light Peltast
AG15 Iphicratean Hoplite
AG16 Hypaspist

American War of independence (AW)
AW23 Continental Infantry in hunting shirt, marching
AW45 British Infantryman campaign dress, charging

American War of independence Cavairy (AWC)
Horse and rider cast as one

AWC8 Baylor's Dragoon Trumpeter

Equipment Groups (EG)
EG13 English Civil War Mortar waggon. 4 oxen and driver £i ,44

mmm

75mm Julian Benassi Range (75/JB)
75/JB6 Officer of the Sardinian Infantry Regiment Savoyen 1803-14.

75/JBC3 French Cuirassier trooper 1815

£2.50

£6.83

System 12
Artillery Packs (STAR)
STAP3 BritishNapoleonicArtilleryhorseteam(l) Y
STAP4 French Napoleonic Artillery horse team (1) Y

Equipment
STG3 British Napoleonic Limber (2) Y
STG7 French Napoleonic Limber (2) Y

EG 13 Note: Mortar 25/AR Is not include

Please write for our current price list, 12p

Our manufacturers in the USA.: Heritage Models Inc., 2916 BIystone Lane, Dallas, Texas 75220

We recommend HUMBROLi
AUTHENTIC

MILITARY COLOURS
for all our products



The Collectors' range of Military figures
By CHAS. C. STADDEN

"BUCKINGHAM PEWTER" FIGURES

Cast in the finest English Pewter £7.75 each
Special price orders for 4 figures or more £7.00 each

Both prices including VAT and UK/BFPO P&P

THE COLLECTORS RANGE OF MILITARY FIGURES by CHAS, C. STADDEN is amongst the finest
available. They are cast in the FINEST GRADE OF ENGLISH PEWTER from masters hand carved by
CHARLES STADDEN in the highest traditions of craftsmanship. Not only can they be regarded as superb
display and presentation pieces because of their remarkable detail, but as they are cast in the FINEST
GRADE OF ENGLISH PEWTER they will also have a value which will last and appreciate over the years.
All figures are in 80mm scale.
Here is the present range: 7 French grenadier private 1809

1  Grenadier guard 1735 8 French Hussar 1810
2  Scots guard 1828 American War of Independence:
3  Parachute regiment 1974 9 British Coldstream (grenadier) private
4  Coidstream guard 1815 10 American continental line in winter dress
5  Queens Regiment officer 1680 ("hunting shirt )
6  Queens Regiment — Ulster duty 1974 NEW 11 Private soldier 3rd New Jersey Regt (Jersey BiuesI

★ OVERSEAS ORDERS—Please add 75p per figure

* ENQUIRIES—Please send s.a.e.

* U.K. DELIVERY-Please allow 2/3 weeks.

* TRADE ENQUIRIES—Always welcomel

PRIVATE SOLDIER 3rd NEW JERSEY REGIMENT

MONEY BACK GUARANTEED IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED AND FIGURE RETURNED TO US
WITHIN 14 DAYS.

To: HAMILTON MARRIOTT

16 THE BROADWAY, STANMORE,

MIDDX. HA7 4DW.

I enclose my cheque/PO for the following figures:—

123456789 1011 Total
TOTAL COST

Figures
Required

FOR DELIVERY OUTSIDE U.K., BFPO ADD 75p PER FIGURE

ADDRESS.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE

Personally Inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with order
to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these pub
lications can also be purchased at the Tradition shop in London (but without
personal inscriptions and autograph).

WARGAMES - £3.00p (^6.50)

NAVAL VARGAMES - £5.60p (012.00)

ADVANCED WARGAMES - £3.25p (07-00)

WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.'^5p (07-25)

WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.1 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £^.45p (09-50)
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol-Il 1420-1783 - £3-75p (08.00)
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.Ill 1792-1859 - £4.90p (010.25)
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £3-50p (07-25)

BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - £3.20p (07-00)

SOLO WARGAMES - £2.75p (06.50)

WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL PERIODS - £4.25p (09«5O)
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.10p (06.75)
SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3 -20p (07.00)

POITIERS 1356 - £1.50p (03-50)

AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET I - £1.65p (03-75)

MacDONALD OF THE 42nd - £3-35p (07-15)

COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.50p (011.75)

CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3-75p (08.00)

OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS 1895-1918 by L.Richards - £1.65p (03-75)



Win With SKYTREX, Ground, Sea & Air,
1 /300th MICROARMOUR MODERN & WWII
Warsaw Pact

T70 MBT (1976)
T55

T62
PT76

ZSU57(SPAA)
T54

BTR60pPB APC
BTR40P. With Swatter Missiles
BMP76PB APC
BTR50P APC
SAM-6 AA Missile Carrier

122mm S.P. GUN (1976)

DN3 Chieftain
DN4 Centurion Mk 13
DN5 M48A2
DNS Leopard
DN7 M60AI MBT

DN8 M60A2MBT
□Nil Scorpion
DN20 Jadgpz Kanone
DN22 Fox Armoured Car
DN23 Saladin Armoured Car
DN24 Saracen APC
DN25 FV432APC
DN26 M113APC
DN27 Striker with Swingfire AT

Missiles
DN28 Jagd Panzer Rakote
DN29 Marder
DN30 Abbot SPG
DN31 Ml 10 203mm S.P. Howitzer
DN36 Ml09 155mm S.P. Howitzer

FRENCH
DMF1 AMX13
DMF2 AMX30
DMF3 AMX13 with Hot Missiles
DMF10 AMXIOpAPC
DMF15 AMX30with Roland AA

Missiles
DMF16 GCT 155mm S.P. Gun
DM19 AML H90 Armoured Car

1 /300th AIRCRAFT
Well detailed metal castings. Ideal
for air support for your ground
units

Group A — 13p
Me 109
Spitfire V
Spitfire IX
FW190 A3
Hurricane
Mustang P51D
Zero
Yak 9
Buffalo
Harrier VIOL Jet
I 16 Rata

Group B — 18p
Thunderbolt
Me 110
Mosquito
Typhoon
Stuka
Me 262
MRCA
Lightning
MIG 25
Phantom
Corsair
Sturmovik
Mirage IIIC
Defiant
Mig 1 5
Mig 21

Russian
DR1 KV1 Tank
DR2 T34/76Tank
DR3 T34/85 Tank
DR4 KV2Tank
DR5 BT 7 Tank
DR6 JS II Tank
DR7 Stalin Tank
DR8 KV/85 Tank
DR9 BA-10M Armoured Car
DR11 T70 Light Tank
DR12 T26 Light Tank
DR15 SU 76 Assault Gun
DR16 SU 85 Assault Gun
DR17 SU 100
DR18 SU 122 Assault Gun
DR19 JS 152 Assault Gun
DR30 Gaz 4x6 Truck
DR31 Gaz 4x4 Truck
DR22 GazJeep
DR40 M39 Anti-Tank Gun
DR41 152mm Tracked Howitzer
DR42 Katyuska Rocket Launcher
DR10 Gaz 69 Armoured Car
DR32 Gaz 64 V: Track Truck

Italian
DM M13/40Tank
DI2 Sermovente 75/18
D13 Autoblinda Armoured Car

French
DFl CharB1 Tank

8p each

NEW
170cm Railway Gun

PLEASE SEND
A STAMPED SELF-

ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
FOR OUR COMPLETE LIST

Group C — 25p
Dornier 17z
Heinkel III
Ju 88
Beaufighter

Group D — 45p
Lancaster
Fortress fBI 7E)
Ju 52

Modern — 15p
Sukhoi FU7. Ground Attack Jet
Skyhawk Ground Attack Fighter
Jaguar Multipurpose Fighter

Crusader Tank
Matilda Tank
Valentine Tank
Churchill Tank
Cromwell Tank
British A9 Tank
Vickers Light Tank
A13 Cruiser Tank
A30 Challenger
Crusader III AA
Humber Armoured Car
Stag Hound Armoured Car
Daimler Armoured Car
Harrington Armoured Car
AEC Mkl Armoured Car
Rolls Royce Armoured
Car (1930-41)
Daimler Scout Car
Bren Carrier
White Scout Car
Humber Staff Car
QuacJ Truck
Bedford QL 3-ton Truck
Austin Bowser
Scammell Pioneer
Scammell Breakdown Crane
Austin 3-lon Truck
Auctin 30-cwt Truck
Morris 1 5-cwt
Radio Truck
Morris 15-cwt Bowser
Scorpion Flail
Centaur ARV
Dorchester A.C.V. (1941)
25-pdr Gun (Firing)
25-pdr Gun (Limbered)
17-pdr Gun (Firing)
6-pdr Gun (Firing)
2-pdr Gun (Firing)
Bishop SP Gun
Bofors Quad
Archer 17-pdr SP Gun
Priest SPG
Buffalo L.V.T.

American
I DAI Grant Tank
j 0A2 Sherman Tank
I DA3 Stuart Tank
i DA4 Sherman Firefly
I DAS Pershing
I DA10 M8 Armoured Car
i  DAI 1 M10 Tank Destroyer
' DA12 Ml8 Tank Destroyer

DAI 3 M36 Tank Destroyer
DA20 M3 Vz-Track
DA21 Vi-ton Jeep
DA22 DUKW

i DA23 Mack 6x6 Truck
' DA24 Chev 30-cwt Truck

DA25 Chev LRDG Truck
DA30 155mm Howitzer
DA24 M24 Chaffee Light Tank

German
DG1 Pz.Kpfw.l Tank
DG2 Pz.Kpfw.ll Tank
DG3 Pz.Kpfw.lll Tank

Pz.Kpfw. IV Tank F1
PZ.IVF2
Pz.lV aus.H
Tiger I Tank
Tiger II Tank
Jagdtiger
Panther Tank
Jagdpanther
Stug.lll Assault Gun
Elefant
Pz.Kpfw. 4.7cm.Pak(t)
Pz.Kpfw. 38{t)
Sturmtiger
Nashorn 88mm SP Gun
Jagdpanzer IV
Marder III
Jagdpanzer Hetzer
Sturmpanzer IV
Marder III Pak
76.2mm. (R)
PzFH Wespe 105mm SP Gun
Hummel
Sd.Kfz. 222
Armoured Car
Sd.Kfz. 232
Armoured Car
Sd.Kfz. 234/2 (Puma)
Sd.Kfz. 233
Armoured Car. 7.5 L24
Sd.Kfz. 234/4
Armoured Car 7.5 Pak 40
Sd.Kfz 250
Sd.Kfz. 250/8
7.5cm.L/24
Sd.Kfz. 250/9
Armoured Car
Sd.Kfz. 250/4 80mm
Self-Propelled Mortar
Sd.Kfz. 251 y2-Track
Sd.Kfz. 251/7
Engineers Vehicle
Sd.Kfz. 251/9
75mm L24
Sd.Kfz. 251/16 Flame Thrower
Sd.Kfz. 251/17 AA20mm
Sd.Kfz. 251 Rocket Launcher
Sd.Kfz. 7 (88 Tractor)
Sd.Kfz. 7 (Open top)
Opel Blitz 3-ton Truck
Daimler Benz 3000L Truck
Opel Maultier y2-Track
Daimler Benz Bowser
Kubelwagen
Steyr 1500 Field Car
Kettenkrad
SiG33/150mm SPG 38(t)
37mm AA SPG
Saurer Heavy Truck
SWS 40 V: Track
Mercedes Staff Car
M/C Combination
Opel Radio Truck
5.0cm Pak 38 (Firing)
7.5cm Pak 40 (Firing)
8.8cm Flak (Firing)
8.8cm Flak (Limbered)
8.8cm Pak 43 (Firing)
105mm Field Gun
Nebelwerfer
Ostwind AA SPG
7.5cm Infantry Gun

NEW FANTASY RULES FOR MIDDLE EARTH £1.05
WARGAME RULES
LAND BATTLES
3000BC to 1250AD (W.R.G.)
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decalset)
Early Medieval (Birmingham)
1500-1660 2nd. edition (Birmingham)
Napoleonic (L.W.S.)
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.)
Napoleonic Rules for 1/300 scale
G W Jeffery
American Civil War

(Confederate High Command)
W.W.I Land Rules (Skytrex)
Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.)
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II

(Skytrex)
Leicester Micro-Warfare W.W.II
1950-1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.)
W.W.II Rules-basic (Mike Philpott &

Bob Thompson)
Musketeer Rules 1490-1690

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (W.R.G.)
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.)
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar)
American Civil War Ironclads (Navwar)
World War I Naval (Skytrex)
World War II Naval (Leicester)
Galactic Warfare Rules
Coastal Naval Warfare (Navwar)
Aerial Warfare Rules (Leicester)

PUBLICATIONS
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic Wars

by Phil Barker (W.R.G.) £1.30
Western Gunfight (Bristol) £1.50
Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath

(W.R.G.) £1.85
How to Win Wargames (Mike Philpott

& Bob Thompson) 60p
Armies & Enemies of Ancient

Egypt & Assyria (W.R.G.) £2.30
Armies & Enemies of Imperial Rome

(W.R.G.) £2.40
Agincourt Battle & Dress Information.

Almark £1.25
The Napoleonic Wargame. G.W. Jeffery £1.50
Armies & enemies of Ancient

China (W.R.C.) £3.20
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE;

1.Western desert (hardback) £3.10
2.Russian campaign (hardback) £3.95

Both of the above books contain extensive
information on weapons, tactics and logistics of
these campaigns and are ideal for 1/300
microarmour.
Renaissance Armies 1480-1650

by George Gush £4.25
Ancient Wargaming (Airfix Guide)

by P.Barker £1.20
The Roman Army from Caesar

to Trajan £1.50

BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS
We accept your card numbers by letter or
phone in your order to Nottingham 43457

We have large stocks of all availableGarrison
25mm figures for rapid despatch to reinforce
your armies. Also the new list gives details of
many new items in the 1 /3000th WWI and

WWII ship ranges.

AGENT FOR U.S.A.
Bill Dean Books Ltd., 16641 Powells Cove Boulevard,

Whitestone, New York 11357.
Tel: 212 767-6632

POSTAGE & PACKING
UK AFPO AND BFPO: 10% up to £5, over £5 Free.

Overseas: 60% up to £7, 30% over £7.
75% Garrison.

Dept. 28 CHURCH STREET,
WYMESWOLD,LEICESTERSHIRE.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors; Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, WIANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone: 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIAUSING FOR WARGAMERS & MIUTARY FIGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:
HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING

PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE

OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us

Ships by:
NAVWAR
ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

RUSKIN AR/HS
PUBUCHOUSE

HIGH SI NORTH

EASTHA/M
DISTRICT LINE

NEW/MODEL
AR/VIY I I
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

IF WE HAVE'NT GOT IT - WE GET IT FOR YOU!

for Collectors,Wargamers.Modelmakers & Hobbyists of all ages

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD
I'itii ^ .-.^yOlhrwIlK i—

Figures • Models • Kits ■ Conversions Tools • Materials • Books • Prints • etc

A SPECIAL SERVICE FOR ALL MILITARIA ENTHUSIASTS.

WE STOCK HINCHLIFFE-MINIFIGS-AIRFIX- PHOENIX-
HISTOREX- GHQ MICRO-ARMOUR - HASEGAWA -
GREENWOOD & BALL - TAMIYA - FUJIMI KITS - OLD

I8B THE PANTILES GUARD > STADDEN, LAMB, LASSET, SANDERSON &
TUNBRIDGE WELLS OTHER FIGURES
KENT ENGLAND HUMBROL - MICRO-MOLD - TITAN - PLASTICARD -

T WELLS(oB92T 37A2A BADGER - WARGAMES & RULES - X-ACTO TOOLS -37624 PRINTS - REF.BOOKS BY OSPREY, BLANDFORD, FUNCKEN,

(THROUGH BUTLER'S JEWELLERY SHOP- & OTHERS.

Ih"J;Lk®erf STUDIO NOW OPERATIONAL; we design and
MAKE MASTER MODELS FOR THE TRADE, ANY SCALE -

FIGURES - ANIMALS-ACCESSORIES - DIORAMAS-VIGNETTES-ANY

PERIOD OR NATION . COLLECTOR'S STANDARD PAINTING SERVICE.



C. S. ii D. Inc
731 So. Uptlvcrsily 5lvd. Denver Colorado 80209

Mfdwesi ̂ drQatr^s StApply _
1516 MortLclair P\ace. Arv» Arbor, MicWgsn 46104

AUSTRALIA
Mililairy Mobbies &bop

386. Spencer St Melbourne 30O5

axvwv
METAL MINIATURES

25 mm Wargames Figures

"ytjdj^ofeonics
An eytensi\/e range including

MUSICIANS STANDARD BEARCRS & GUN CREWS FOR ALL ARMIES

■ ■ ■ ■

€n^fi Civif War
A large range

PERSONALITIES CANNONS & CART

^  ■ M ■ ■

16 td Century
A coDtiriued increase in. Range

^J^ncients
GREEKS, ROMANS, DARK AGES

• ■ ■ ■

OTHER RANGES

NORMANS, TURKS SPANISH

FOOT FIGURES ftp

CAVALRY 20p

CATALOGUE 15p

Available from

MAIL ORDER OFFICE

23 GROVE ROAD

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

BEDS LU7 85F
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EDITORIAL

accede, I asked Neville
Dickinson, that genial owner mH
of Miniature Figurines, if he
would go up to London as an 3
able substitute. This he did

and seemingly thoroughly en-
joyed himself in a lively and
stimulating programme which
aroused enough interest for
the 'phone never to stop
ringing throughout. My Daimler Armoured Car from a book by B.T.White (artist Jack Wood)
reason in mentioning this published by Blandford Press
arises from Neville's remark

that the majority of people who 'phoned in (mostly younger wargamers) expressed the opinion that they
found wargaming rules too complex and hard to understand, that they slowed up the game and tended to
cause initially keen wargamers to tire of the hobby and abandon it. This is no new criticism, in fact
it is highly topical and a number of experienced wargamers have expressed the opinion that rules
have gone beyond the point of allowing a realistic and fast-flowing game so causing them to yearn for
a return to the "back of a postcard" rules of their earlier days. No less a person than Phil Barker,
Joint compiler of the excellent rules of the Wargames Research Group, expressed almost that view in
an article in the Newsletter a few months ago. I have never made any secret of the fact that I find
most commercial sets of rules to be far more complicated and embracing than I care to accept - but
then I am on record as being of the opinion that there must be two sorts of rules - one for the
parochial group of wargamers who play friendly give-and-take games in their own homes and others for
the competitive wargamers who seek to extract every advantage from the wording of rules so that they
must be formulated to allow but a single interpretation of each of t!teir phases. There are those
amongst us who will undoubtedly cry that they merely seek realism and authenticity - as we all do but
there comes a point when that search goes over ihto' the border of almost unplayability. Table-top
wargaming can only bear an almost coincidental resemblance with real war and the very nature of its
scaling-down of organisations, numbers and distances must mean that a wide stretch of the imagination
is required to make it resemble the battles we are attempting to portray. That being the case, why
do wargamers continue to search for a sort of Eldorado of realism? Why not say - "This is as far as
our rules are to go, we realise that they could go much further in their search for realism but in so
doing they will destroy smooth, fast and enjoyable playability!" It is the fashion amongst the more
trendy wargamers to sneer at the relatively simple attitude taken towards the hobby in man}' of my
books, all of which aim at establishing a basis of simple, workable rules upon which the individual
wargamer can superimpose aspects that reflect his own temperament and personality. Under such rules
generations of wargamers have enjoyably fought and rarely bickered in m}' Southampton wargames room -
and I trust will continue to do so to rules that, with an established base for all periods, each
provide adaptations and slants which bring out the specific aspects of the period and type of warfare
we are fighting. Do not scorn simplicity in wargaming, enjoy the hobby and do not allow yourself to
get bogged down with extraneous details. E.G.Wells and Robert Louis Stevenson were eminent authors,
intelligent and thoughtful men - their rules were the very peak of simplicity - can you say that they
were wrong?

DON FEATHERSTONE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; 30p per copy + 6p postage - £{i.32p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £A.50p (jSl3).

This includes Bank Handling charges for non-sterling areas
ADVERTISING RATES;

Advertisement Manager. a southaApwr, soi 5ad !
Roland Sutton, Half page - £7.00p 5A-5B Shepherds St. , Hams, u k.
Tradition Quarter page - £ti.00p Mayfair, London,
5A-5B Shepherds St., Eighth page - £2.50p WIY 7LD.
Mayfair, London W1Y7LD.

THIS MAGAZINE HAS NO FACILITIES FOR ARTWORK AND ALL ADVERTISING COPY MUST BE "CAMERA-READY" TO A
PAGE SIZE OF II" x-6".

Subscriptions and Enquiries
simont-Maitland (Publishers) Lta.

Tradition,
5A-5B Slicpherds St.,
Mayfair, London,
WIY 7LD.

Editorial Office

Donald Featherstone

69 Hill Lane

Southampton S01 SAD ,

Hants, U.K.
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THE SKIRMISH LINE

THE STEVE CURTIS MEMORIAL TROPHY, NATIONAL SKIRMISH WARGAMES

OHAMPIONSHIP

As Don announced in the April Newsletter, the response from readers has been

fantastic, and the event took place at Southampton at Minifigs' Southern

Militaire. We have been able to finance a magnificent trophy consisting of a

ful l size Winchester Carbine mounted on a sol id pol ished pine board, with brass

plates, one of which wil l record the winner's name each year. It is hoped that

the winner and runner up wil l receive a miniature version to keep as a permanent

display piece, but supply problems have prevented us being able to have these

in time, and so plated 54mm Western figures mounted on blocks with brass

plates have been produced. These will be held for one year only.

There was also a Skirmish Wargames Figure Competition which unfortunately
was rather poorly supported despite the rather fine trophy, again a plated Western

figure. The competition was won by Garth Rose with his group of Old West

Characters known as the Jim Crow Gang.

There were original ly 13 entrants for the Wargames Competition but 3 withdrew

for one reason or another and so we ended up with 10 competitors. These

assembled at the Southern Militaire '76 in Southampton on the weekend of the

3/4 April and fought it out for the trophies. Two of the contestants were

Canadian, one was American, two were Scots, one was a Jordie, two were

Bristol ian and two were from the Home Counties a fa'riy representative

THE CONTESTS

We set up the town of Congregation and fought al l the games in or around the

town. In designing the town we had to bear in mind that two games would have

to be fought at the same time to get through the four quarter finals and two semi
finals on the Saturday. Moreover we wanted a large degree of variety in the

scenarios. The result was the map you have before you. For purposes of the

games we roughly divided this town into four quarters.

To determine the eight quarter finalists and as people were turning up at various

times during the course of the Saturday morning, and as we needed to get

started on the first two quarter finals at 11am sharp, we adopted the following
procedure:

a. The first six contestants to report were automatically admitted to the

quarter f inal s.

b. The remaining four competitors were matched against each other in Show

downs. For these cards were prepared, each containing a different western

character eg Town Marshal l ; Medium draw, abi l ity 9, or Qunfighter; Fast
draw, ability 6.

The contestants were given figures representing the character shown on the

card they had drawn and these were placed 15 yards apart on Main Street.

The only l imitation on the players was that they could not draw on the first

phase. Otherwise the Showdown was fought as a game using the relevant

sections of the Old West Rules. Hugh Aird and Martin Mil lard were both
shot out of the contest at this point.

Both shootouts were fought whilst the first two quarter finals were in



progress indeed it was a busy day in CongragationI

THE QUARTER FINALS

Quarter Final 1: Rustlers v. Cattlemen.
J Colt Army M106O

In this game Greasy Garcia (better known as George Gerhart of the Canadian Army)
was undoubtedly the bad guy. His gang had rustled 20 head of cattle from the

Silly S Ranch. They had also had to shoot two drovers and as a result had

been pursued by Ray Gale (his opponent) and two ranch hands. Greasy Garcia
was in the midst of loading the stolen steers on to a cattlewagon when the three

cowboys rode into the railhead. Both sides saw each other and the skirmish be

gan. The rustlers fanned out freeing the cattle as a ploy, but proved no match
for the revenge seeking cowboys. Two of them were shot down and only Greasy
Garcia made good his escape. Ray Gale regained the cattle and won his re

venge, but not before Garcia had murdered the Town Blacksmith in cold blood.

Quarter Final 2: US Cavalry v. Mexican Bandits.

Sgt. John Adams of the US Cavalry (in real ity an American in the Canadian
Army) was part of a detail which had been attacked by Mexican bandits. The
attack had failed and the bandits fled in al l directions. Sgt. Adams with three

troopers had pursued two of these bandits to the outskirts of Congregation.

These bandits, Manil ito (R. Duthie) and Sancho dismount outside Rose's

Cantina and decide to fight it out and a close fight it was tool Manilito found

that the Cantina was not a good position and moved out to thwart an attempt

to move in on his flank and rear. He killed the trooper sent across to the Congress
boarding house and also a trooper sent around to the back of the Cantina. How

ever, Adams had meanwhile assaulted the front of the Cantina and killed Sancho.

Manil ito, now at the wel l , fought a final showdown with Adams to resolve the

game. Sgt. Adams won.

Quarter Final 3: Cattlemenv. Gunfighters.

John Mansfield here played a gunfighter who, with his partner Kane Wright had

been called in by the local sheep farmers to help them against the local cattle

baron and his boys. Hearing that they are arriving on the 2pm train, the local

cattle baron sends a reception committee headed by his foreman Tom Gardner.

Tom Gardner with three ranch hands are lounging by the station office as the

train pulls in. They see the two gunfighters who are not aware that the group of

cowboys are a hostile reception committee. While Kane began firing from inside

the train, John Mansfield jumped from the carriage and headed for the engine

which he climbed into unseen. In the fast and bloody shoot out that followed,

the foreman and two of the ranch hands were seriously wounded and the fourth man

was ki l led. The gunfighters suffered no wounds (Kane Wright ignored a l ight body

wound) and once al l their opponents were down, went out and finished them off

in a strictly professional manner.



Quarter Final 4: Bandits v. Bounty Hunters.

In this game Ian 'Tex'Wilier and the three Morgan

boys were a group of bank robbers being pursued by

two bounty hunters, The Preacher (Nick Parker) and
Mel Bean. Tahe Bounty Hunters had followed the

outlaws to Congregation and have spotted their horses

outside the Oriental Saloon. As they round the corner

to the l ivery, they are seen by Tex Wilier who decides

to finish them off. Another fast and bloody shootout

followed in which the two Bounty Hunters made the

mistake of trying to take on the four badmen in the

open instead of getting into cover and letting the bad-

men walk into a trap. Outnumbered two to one the

Bounty Hunters went down fighting. Bean making a

last ditch charge at the enemy to show his contempt.

Comment

In devising the scenarios for the quarter finals we had to consider:

They needed to be short and sharp....

the game in a confrontation situation.

hence small forces which began

b. Variety, the scenarios would be different and each have a differing story

line. In particular, we aimed to avoid mirror games, equal forces and a

neutral terrain. In only one of the games were there three men on each

side. In the other three there v/ere four on one side and two on the other.

Experience ratings and abil ities were adjusted to even the two sides out.

c. In only one game was no result attained in the two hours allowed for each

game. In this game, quarter final 2, a final showdown was arranged between

the two personality figures to determine a victory.

THE SEMI FINALS

In these games we had larger forces in more subtle situations. In both the

superior force, either numerically or in experience and ability ratings, were in

a position of disadvantage in that they had to protect valuables against an attack

which had not yet taken place, ie The attacking player held the initiative in both

games and we anticipated that this would lead to early losses on the defending

player, hence his superiority.

L-SKIRMISH®
-WARGAME&W



Semi Final 1

Marshal l Tex Wilier had a real problem. $ 2000 worth

of gold was due in on the stage and he only had one deputy

in town. However, the two bank employees waiting to

unload the gold were armed and he could expect the

driver and shotgun guard on the stage to help him if there w'

was any trouble which there was. Ragale Dominguez T
(last known as Ray Gale) had three men and planned to /
steal that there gold in a daring dayl ight raid as the stage

pul led in. He aimed to get the driver and guard before

they could unload the gold and then get a man on to the ju^B
stage and drive off.. .stage gold and al l. It did not work JggjM
but it came close. And it sure didn't help when one of

his men, Phi l Adams, let loose with a sawed off shot- ^
gun and succeeded in ki l l ing one of his own men! Not a gij
good day for the badmen,

Semi Final 2

In this game that ex gunfighter John Mansfield became a Captain in the US
Cavalry conducting an arms shipment South from Congregation to Valuez on
the border. Fearing an attack he has set off early in the morning and issued

contingency orders. He had hardly set off when the attack came. The attack
was led by Fast Juan Chadingo (an ex army Sgt. by name of John Adams).
He had hoped to set an ambush but found the seven man detai l leaving at
the moment he arrived in the dry creek bed. With three men on foot and four
sti l l mounted he issued apid orders and the attack began.

The three men moved unseen into the ruin while the four mounted riders moved

out on to the road and then headed for the rear of the Bordello. Capt. Mansfield

halted his column and was about to issue orders when the men in the ruin opened

fire. The early shots were devastating. The wagon driver was shot and the
horses of the two right flank riders were shot. The Captians horse went down

and the Captain broke his arm. Only the Sgt. and two troopers got away and
headed for cover while the Captain made the most of a bad job using his dead

horse for cover. Chandingo blasted one of the troopers with his blunderbuss and
another was gunned down in the Cantina. Only the Sgt. remained unscathed and

he had climbed on to the Cantina roof. Alone he could not stop the Mexicans

taking the arms.

THE FINAL: RIGHT V. MIGHT

For the final we resorted to the classic gang shoot out down Main Street. Ian

'Tex' Wil ier was the foreman of the ranch hands sent into town by cattle baron

Vance Brannigan who is incensed by the editor of the Congregation Chronical ,
known as the Chronic. This editor has been running a one man crusade against

the lawlessness of Vance Brannigan and his crew of cowboys and Vance has
sent his boys to silence him. The editor found himself supported by the lawful
elements of town headed by Marshal l John Adams (does this boy get around).
Both players headed a force of six men. The two forces were stretched across
either end of Main Street. The arguing and shouting was over, the law had re

fused to give up the editor and the fighting was about to begin. It was a very



close final with both of the personal ity figures going down in the early stages

with serious wounds. The law took to the buildings while their opponents

flushed them out. In the last analysis, as both sides had not totally defeated

the other, it was necessary to count up wounds inflicted. By a very narrow margin
indeed John Adams emerged the winner with Ian Wilier as runner up.

COMMENTS ON THE COMPETITION

On the whole the games went very well. Both the umpires were well versed in
■'lie rules and in umpiring games and were able to ensure that the players did not
act with the inspiration so often witnessed when hidden movement is not used.
As most of the players were familiar with the rules and prepared to play to the
spirit rather than the letter, the games were free of argument and dispute which
so often mars competition wargaming and we would l ike to thank al l the
contestants for the marvellous way they played for enjoyment - it certainly made
our jobs easier and more fun. Certainly the umpires enjoyed themselves and it
would seem that most of the competitors also enjoyed their games whether they
won or not. In the last analysis that was the most important thing, and was true
to the Long Haired Steve traditionjWhich was what it was al l about after al ll

STEVE CURTIS MEMORIAL TROPHY : CONTESTANTS

Quarter Final 1 Quarter Final 2

G. Gerhart v R. Gayle J. Adams v R. Duthie

Quarter Final 3 Quarter Final 4

J. Mansfield v T. Gardner I. Wilier V N. Parker

Semi Final 1 Semi Final 2

I. Wil ier V R. Gayle J. Adams v J. Mansfield

Final

J. Adams v I. Wilier

J. Adams

Runner Up

I. Wil ler 1 ^
- ^ .

other competitors

H. Aird and M. Mi I lard were el iminated in prel iminary shootouts.

A further donation has been received from John Cook and George
Erik of Miniature Warfare in Tunhridge Wells very graciously provided
at trade price, the wonderful Winchester 73 replica that formed the
Trophy. Mike Blake estimates that the sum total of George Erik's con
tribution to the fund must be somewhere in the region of £10.00p.



TALKING WARGAMING

The British Drill hook of 1874 recommended three line Battalion attacks, led by tvvo company
skirmish (or firing) line extending in single rank, each rushing forward alternatively covered by
the fire of the other. They were supported by two companies with the Reserve, under the Commanding
officer, as the third wave, moving up in suitable formation. Supports were supposed to close up to
the firing line when required with the idea of dominating the enemy at 200 yards range. When the
charge took place, the Reserves were included if necessary, otherwise they might cover a flank,-
repel I a local attack or cover the retreat if the attack failed.

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH:

To make rule-devising a greater challenge, the passage of time must be understood. Rules de
vised for the 1815 period will be only partly applicable to 1870 - and would be hopelessly wrong for
1940. It seems that, although everyone knows that war has been going on for a very-long time, we
often talk about it as if it has been the same from the beginning. This is a basic error, both for
the political commentator and the wargamer. Taking the American Civil War as an example, the train
ing and quality (also weapons and their employment) changed so much from 1861-1865 that there must
be differently slanted rules to realistically cope with the different campaigns of this war.

ooOoo

It is.especially in mountainous country, or cut up by woods and marshes, that it is important to
observe this maxim, for equipages and convoys being stopped in defile, the enemy's manoeuvres may
easily disperse the escorts, or attack with complete success the whole army, when, by the nature of
the ground it is obliged to march in a long drawn column.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by A.J.Smith:

I would like to enlist your assistance in what is beginning to seem like an impossible task.
Namely to locate and purchase some 20 (twenty) mm Napoleonics to supplement the Airfix models that
I have at the moment. I believe Hinton Hunt and Garrison used to manufacture Napoleonics in this
scale but alas I have not been able to locate any. If you know of any retailer who has aorae for
sale, or someone who just wants to sell old 20mm Napoleonics privately, 1 would be most grateful if
you would pass their name on to me.

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

Whose regimental nicknames were the following:- (a) Bill Browns; (b) The Carbs;
(c) Cherry Pickers; (d) Horse Marines: (e) Emperor's Chambermaids?
Date of Battles of:- (a) Fontenoy; (b) Formigny (100 Years War); (c) Inkerman:

(d) Sadowa.
Who commanded the (.a) British force at Spion Kop? (b) Overall British Commander?
What battle of the '45 was fought on 21st September 1745 and resulted in Sir John Cope's
force being routed? ^

ANSWERS ON PAGE 18
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REVIEWS
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■  GERMAN UNIFORMS OF WORLD WAR 2 Ry Andrew Mollo. (11"
X S-J-"! 160 pages; 8 pages coloured artwork; k pages schema-

iflB tic coloured uniforms plus approximately 150 Rlack/white
photogra])lis. MacDonald and Jane's - £6.95p)-

Andrew Mollo, the author of this book comes from a
H|HB family who possess a specialised knowledge and a large
9HE collection of militarJa and, in addition to documentary and

feature film scripts, Andrew Mollo is the aurhor of ten
books on military uniform. This large and impressive
\olume will add to his reputation as, not only does it
depict the great variety of uniforms worn by the Germans
(luring World War 2 but, in so doing, charts and reflects

h' the progress of the war. Undoubtedly the Nazis were
I  obsessed by uniforms and, as the book begins by stating
I  "In no other nation was the civilian population so inte-
B  grated in the service of Party and State as in pre-war
B  Germany." This led to a multiplicity of para-military
H  formations formed of Germans from their childhood years up
"  to old age and all wore some form of uniform. This was

veil suited to the character of the German people who
delighted in tlieir many uniforms and the riglit to wear
(Uvcorations and medals. All of these uniforms are depicted
la this book and an interesting collection it is - although
jorsonally I viewed it all with that slight distaste in-
iierent to ray generation. A further surprising aspect of
German military life brought out by the photographs in this
book is the number of different nations who formed part of
the German armed forces wliom we fought in World War 2. The
ijook sliows many of them including Arabs, Cossacks, Spaniards,
Ukrainians, etc., etc. It was customary at the time to con
sider them all as pressed men and to regard them with more
than a sneaking sympathy but we may well have been wrong as
none of them look particularly unhappy or rebellious in the
pages of this bookl Perhaps the situation resembled that
of the Napoleonic period when the French army was similarly
formed of men from other nations who, rather than being
persuaded, wei'e only too pleased t,o get on the gravy-trainl

G source of reference to both wargainer and military collector.

MEDIEVAL WARFARE by Terence Wise. x 5'f"; 258 pages; 2'i2 photographs and drawings. Osprey -
&,k. SOjpTT

Terry Wise is a well-known wargamer who has been a subscriber to this magazine for many years.
He is an able writer whose articles appear in the majority of military magazines and who also has a
rapidly increasing l ist of books to his credit. Tliis book is possibly as good as anything he has done
and its attractive coloured jacket does it credit at tlie same time as it adequately exemplifies the
book's contents. The chapter headings show the comprehensive manner in which the subject is covered -
The Feudal System and Organisation of Armies; Armour; Weapons; Tactics; Castles and other Fortifications;
Siege Warfare; Heraldry with appendices on Modelling Medieval Soldiers and Wargaming in the Medieval
Period. Terry has picked a very colourful era and its pages abound with ringing names such as Ziska,
Landsknechts, the Swiss Pikemen, the Condottieri, the Free Corps and the incomparable English archer.
The wargamer will find his notes on the organisation of the armies of the period to be invaluable
while the elaborate details of armour, weapons and tactics together with numerous maps, provide a
stimulating and informative background to those who are carrying out table-top battles in this period
or contemplating doing so. 1 thought the chapter on Castles and Sieges to be excellent, bearing great
potentialities for aiding in the formulation of suitable rules to carry out wargames sieges - surely
one of the most colourful yet badly neglected aspects of our hobby. There is an extensive coverage of
heraldry with some really excellent drawings of shields and armorial bearings - it might just be that
there is slightly too mucli on this subject of heraldry which, although a tangible part of warfare of
the period, does not really have a great tactical bearing, at least not to the wargatner/reader. Never
theless, he has provided us^ a fine selection of crests with which to adorn our figures. The appendices
slant the book very much in the direction of the readers of this magazine, describing the availability
and practical aspects of modelling figures in this period and then wargaming it, giving rules and
suggestions for rule-making. I found this a very stimulating and interesting book and congratulate
Terry Wise on it.

CLIVE Proconsul of India by James P. Lawford. (sf" x Si" ; ■''32 pages; 50 black/white illustrations;
13 maps and plans. Geo. Allan and Unwin - £8.95p).

Colonel Lawford is an old friend of mine, a wargamer and a subscriber to this magazine - even if
he was not all those things I would still give this book the fine review it deserves! There can be
little that is more colourful, stimulating and glorious in the pages of British history than the manner
in which this small country took over and ruled the vast sprawling sub-Continent of India. The majority
of wargamers and militarist tend to get into the act when we were established or, at worst, in 1857 when
our hold became slightly tenuous. But what went before is perhaps even more stimulating - the early



days of the 19th century when Wellesley was building the foundations of a great career at Assaye and
Seringapatam and before that, when such larger-than-life figures as Robert Clive and Warren Hastings
were laying foundations for what was to be the brightest jewel in the Queen Empress's Crown. This
book is a well written, carefully considered and very full account of a period sadly neglected by war-
gamers and yet which, in its blend of Colonial and 18th century style warfare involving the British,
the French and Native troops has as much to offer as almost any other period. Indeed, one of my
greatest ambitions is to re-fight the Battle of Plassey - surely one of those actions which no
standard set of wargames rules would allow to end as it did! My ideas on the subject are more than
a little advanced and it may not be long before the means of authentically re-fighting such unbalanced
actions are burst upon the wargames world! At infrequent intervals. History throws up men like Robert
Clive and it may not be entirely chauvinistic to claim that frequently they are British! Displaying
a curious blend of the indomitable, the confident and with a supreme belief in himself, Clive possessed
many fascinating nuances and quirks of character which obstinately refused to fit into a pattern -
suffice to say that his courageous resourcefulness made him the man for the hour. This book is a very
erudite and authoritive history work and must surely be the definitive work on Clive - but it does
seem a little expensive!

From OSPREY PUBLISHING LIMITED I have received the four latest titles in their MEN AT ARMS SERIES,
published at £1.75p each. Justifiably proud of all titles in this series, Martin Windrow the Editor
considers this quartet to be among the best titles they have published.

THE ZULU WAR - text and colour plates by Angus McBridge. In forty very well illustrated pages,
the author has really caught the spirit of what is undoubtedly one of the most attractive of the
Victorian Colonial Wars. His coloured illustrations of the Zulus themselves and the remarkable

assortment of uniforms worn by Lord Chelmsford's force should persuade many Colonial wargamers to
branch out into this era. The information in this book alone is sufficient to assemble accurate drmies

and. wargaraing.

THE LANDSKNECUTS - text by Douglas Miller, colour plates by G.A.Embleton. Along with Terry Wise's
book reviewed above, this most authoritive and colourful book must surely arouse more than a sense of
curiosity In our minds as to the practical aspects of using mercenaries on the wargames table. The
battles between the Swiss pikemen and the German landsknechts were bloody and ruthless, fitting in
well with the wargamer's reluctance to bother about prisoners-of-war! Consider the incredibly
coloured uniforms depicted by Gerry Embleton and then have a look at some of the coloured ranges of
25mm landsknechts (such as those produced by Warrior) and if you do not feel a distinct yearning to
embark upon armies of this period then you are not a true wargamer!

NAPOLEON'S DRAGOONS AND LANCERS - text by Emir Bukhari, colour plates by Angus McBridge. This is
first In a planned sequence of titles, covering all classes of French 1st Empire line cavalry and he
has certainly started with a most colourful (both from the point of view of ability and uniform) group!
It is well known that tliere are more Napoleonic wargamers than in any other period, largely because of
the gorgeousness of the uniforms which in itself causes a lack of balance in forces as enthusiastic
wargamers paint up Dragoons, Lancers, Cuirassiers, etc., etc., until their armies are disproportion
ately formed. I cannot give an answer to this and 1 am certain that all the wonderful illustrations
and the in depth information contained in this book will only accentuate the situation - but do not
let that prevent you from buying it because .'^KBfler one cover, is information that will take you months
to obtain elsewiiere.

THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN WAR 18'i6-lP^i8 - text by Philip R.K.Katcher, colour plates by G.A.Embleton.
Philip Katcher Is well known for his beautiful book on the Armies of the American Revolution (also
published by Osprey) and now he has opened wargamer's eyes to a really fascinating period for table-
top battles and one in which so far as 1 am aware not a single wargamer participates! Truly, they
miss something - when writing Volume IV of my WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES, I was really stirred and
stimulated by the uniforms and the battles between the small but highly efficient American army,
fighting miles awaj' from home and with annihilation as the penalty for failure. Their opponents,
the courageous Mexicans, wore a galaxy of uniforms surely only matched in eolour by those of the
Landsknechts themselves! If you are looking for a "second" period of armies to supplement your first
line Napoleonics then consider the Mexican-American War - this book provides enough information to
more than get you started.

A NEW TYPE OF WARGAMES DEMONSTRATION

In last month's V.'argamer's Newsletter there was an Editorial dealing with the Arms and Armour
Press AMERICAN MILITARY HERITAGE CONVENTION held in London on 27th March. A feature of this event
was a unique presentation of the American Revolution Battle of Freeman's Farm, carried out as a
wargame/demonstration by Don Featherstone and Peter Gilder, using the wonderful terrain and models
of Peter's that were photographed for Curt Johnson's book BATTLES OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION (pub
lished by Sampson Lowe). John Mansfield, who has already been mentioned attends all these conven
tions, was mightily impressed with this demonstration and wrote the following in his magazine SIGNAL:

"The wargame demonstration was excellent. With Don Featherstone as the British Commander and
Peter Gilder as the U.S. player, the first battle of Saratoga rolled before you. They madd good use
of a piece of terrain, as well as tapes and slides. One really felt they were there and one saw the
3 British Battalions hold out against many times their number led by Benedict Arnold! A fascinating
battle that could have gone either way at any moment!! Really excellent."

It is hoped that this form of demonstration will prove popular, both to wargamers and to the
general public. For a non-initiated person to watch a wargame is a puzzling business with all the
attraction of watching a woman knit - it is hoped that these wargames/demonstrations, using first-
class terrain and figures, will attract to the hobby a class of wargamer perhaps more mature and with
a greater military knowledge than usual - which will be of benefit to us all.
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ANNOUNCEMUNT:

Further original dioramas to follow:
"1812"

Part II — "The Burning of the Colours by the Grande Armee"
Part III — "Marshal Ney (the Rear Guard)"
Part IV — "The Cossacks"
Also "The Retreat to Corunna"
Depicting Sergeant William Newman, 2nd Batt., 43rd Regiment.
After the famous oO painting by CHAS. C. STADDEN.
And: "Napoleon: His Marshals and Commanders".

Lists available

25 mm figures: 30p (inc. postage)

54 mm figures: 55p (inc. postage)

figures: stamped

addressed,envelope
only.

188 Piccadilly, London, WIV 9DA.
Mexican Army AC6 D

CONSCRIPT,
firing



"CAMKI«)NIM)AN.K)irN IjiistStm*!"
Dmmatically Capturedfor Tradition in 54mm Alan Caton.

One of the most one-sided skirmishes on record, between the Mexican Army
and a vastly outnumbered detachment of the Legion Etrangere, is here brought
vividly to life in this latest original diorama.
Available unpainted in easy-to-assemble kits. Painting instructions enclosed
with every order. Also a fascinating descriptive history of "Camerone"
by well-known author Don Featherstone, will be included with each complete
set.

PRICE (U.K.): Individual figures £1.75 each. Any three or more, if ordered
together, £1.50 each. Please add 10% postage and packing.
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drawing pistol
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pointing



SOUTHERN MILITAIRE '76

Bearine a great share of the responsibility for talking Neville Dickinson into buying up the
model soldier firm of Alberken which later became MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED, it has always a great
source of pleasure to note their steady progression until they can reasonably claim to be perhaps
the biggest manufacturer of wargames figures in the world. Deeply conscious of, and always ready to
acknowledge the debt he owes to the pioneering aspects of wargaming in Southampton, Neville s
regional pride has made him increasingly ambitious to see a really large-scale wargames convention
take place in Southampton, the birthplace of British wargaming. Always ready to support by their
presence the wargaming conventions held'elsewhere in the country, MINIATURE FIGURINES in the form
of Neville Dickinson have steadily worked towards a large-scale gathering here, one that could rank
with Northern Militaire in Manchester as a typical and comprehensive get-together for both trade and
the wargamers they supply. Working almost single-handedly, Neville's ambitions bore fruit on the
3rd and Ath April when SOUTHERN MILITAIRE '76 was held at the Post House Hotel in Southampton where,
set in the well lit convention rooms of a modern hotel, what was undoubtedly one of the most success
ful of all wargames conventions ran its course.

It seemed that EVERY wargames commercial organisation of note was present together with hosts of
old friends so that the friendly air of a reunion soon got the show off the ground. Prior to the
actual event, Neville's assiduous prompting persuaded local T.V. and radio stations to give him
advance publicity, including a most stimulating and prolonged demonstration of Middle Earth wargaming
on SOUTH AT SIX T.V. on the Friday night when Neville and my son Peter both laid claim, by their
calmness and articularity, to being T.V. "naturals"! As is the fashion at such conventions, there
were contingents of men marching around in authentic British^ French and Russian Napoleonic uniforms,
parading with an air which denoted that a drill sergeant (Napoleonic?) had been at work on them.

A pleasing feature was the inclusion of the first National Skirmish Wargames Championship for
the Steve Curtis Memorial Trophy. Although extremely pressed for room, Neville Dickinson made no
bones whatsoever about finding space for this and, as you will see from a report elsewhere in these
pages, it was a great success.

Canadian John Mansfield attends Conventions in all corners of the world, being present one week
end in America and the next in Britain in a manner that makes one feel that the Canadian Army is
perhaps the world's greatest package tour organisation! Therefore, his experience and opinions of
such conventions must be treated with respect — here is what he says about Southern Militaire in his
fine bi-weekly magazine SIGNAL:

"Southampton hosted the first ever SOUTHERN MILITAIRE and it was very good!! It was busy but
not crowded and the organisers, who had attended many other conventions, really showed that they knew
what they were doing. Vei*y well organised and everything was well handled.

The MANY dealers, were well disposed to provide everything from Fantasy to board to paintings to
books. You name it and someone was selling it. Prices were good and selection second to none.

The Skirmish Wargame championships were held and 1 wish to state that in ALL my travelling, 1
never saw a better organised tournament. The organisation and layout were superb and the judges were
the rule designers and who argues with them?? It was very good and modesty forces us to mention that
the final winner was none other than John Adams, the same who writes the miniature reviews in Signal!
It was a single knockout and in two days he beat all takers, including me!! An EXCELLENT tournament!!!

The Con itself was big enough to have everyone but not physically crushed. Really recommended
for next year."

At Sunday lunchtime the Convention was graced by the presence of Major-General E.V.Strickland
D.S.O.,M.M., (no it is not a mistake, the General was an otlier rank at the tank battle of Arras in
May 1940 when he won the Military Medal) who was my Commanding Officer in 51st Royal Tanks in North
Africa and Italy, graced the Convention in full uniform, manfully reviewing the Napoleonic platoons,
taking salutes and awarding prizes. General Strickland, who was Military Adviser to King Hussein
in Jordan besides serving with Glubb and Peter Young in the Arab Legion, had no previous experience

Finally, just as the hobby is advanced by the efforts of those who organise NORTHERN MILITAIRE,
PRESENT ARMS and all the other conventions, so has SOUTHERN MILITAIRE '76 taken its place in a manner
that leads us to hope it will become a regular event. Congratulations Neville Dickinson and Miniature
Figurines !

Although variety in uniforms seems to be one of the least important aspects of World War One, here
are a trio of snippets in that connection. The new German infantry training regulations in 1906 took
note of the lessons of the Boer War and the Russo-Japanese conflicts and in 1910 colourful parade
uniforms had all been replaced by utilitarian field grey. Turkish infantry wore longish skirted tunics
in the German pattern, sometimes grey-green but other times drab or a yellow-grey. They wore the Enver
helmet, a sort of pith-helmet which complied with the Moslem prohibition of shading the eyes, but at
the same time gave more protection than did the fez. At Caporetto in 1917, Italian infantry wore grey-
green service dress and a steel helmet of the French pattern, the Bersaglieri their crack infantry
adorned it with a bunch of cock feathers.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH on Page 13

1. (a) Grenadier Guards: (b) 6th Dragoon Guards: (c) Ilth Hussars: (d) I7th Lancers:
(e) I4th Lancers.

2. (a) II May 1745: (b) 15 April 1450: (c) November 1854: (d) 3 July 1866,
3. (a) General Sir Charles Warren (5th Division): (b) General Sir Redvers BuIIer.
4. Prestonpans.



NAPOLEONIC FLAGS AND STANDARDS

Arising from reader SeSwitzer's plea for information
on flags (Newsletter N0.I69) two well-known and knowledge- vrfjjt
able wargamer/writers have come to his assistance. ..

Philip Haythornthwaite writes:- -bSw

"The subject of Russian flags is too complex to be '
covered in a wargaming magazine, but (very briefly and only ^
with the necessary details for 15mm scale figures) three '
patterns were carried by the Russian infantry in 1812. The 1
1797 pattern had an orange central disc bearing a black 1 ^
Imperial eagle, surrounded by a green-and-gold wreath, on j'Ji ■,
a coloured background with four diagonal "rays" extending
from the centre of the flag to the corners, narrowing to-
wards the centre. The 1800 pattern was similar, but with
a large gold or silver crown above the eagle, and narrower

silver Imperial cyphers with wreath surround in each corner.

Each battalion carried one "white" flag - white back-

1800 - and one "coloured" flag with field and rays of con-
trusting colours.

As examples, the following designs were carried by some of the Grenadier regiments present at
Borodino:

Regiment Rays of "Coloured" Flag Rays of "White" Flag

Pavlov 1797 Orange
Moscow ISO3 Black
Astrachan 1797 Apricot
Fanagoria 1803 Rose

White
Red
White
Green

Orange
White
Apricot
White

Black-and-white illustrations of the 1797 pattern can be found in "The Russian Army of the
Napoleonic Wars" (A.Seaton, Osprey 1973), but those unable to trace a copy of W.Zweguintzow's "Drapeaux
et Etandards de I'Armee Russe" will find the best English article by Lt.Cmdr. R.O.Morris, in Tradition
No.36, of which copies may still be available. A forthcoming title by Blandford Press - "Uniforms of
the Retreat from Moscow" - gives considerable coverage to this subject, if Mr.Switzer can wait for its
appearance (probably) later this year.

"British Infantry Colours" (D.Lemonofides, Almark 1971) is useful for details of British flags.

Mr.Switzer's final point - the design of flags carried by French Infantry in 1812 - is also covered
in the coming Blandford book. Both types, in fact, seem to have been used, many of the 1812 pattern
not having been issued in time for the campaign."

Terence Wise says:-

"S.Switzer's plea for help over flags (Problem of the Month, April's Newsletter) once again
illustrates how basic is the information so many wargamers need. Unlike the majority of wargamers, 1 ■
came to the Napoleonic period late (only three years ago) and at once ran into Mr.Switzer's problem:-
uniform books galore but flags nix. As 1 earn a living by my pen, 1 have spent the past 18 months
researching to write a book to fill this gap, and as a result my own armies now brandish a beautiful
variety of accurate colours and standards! I hope some of this information will be passed on next
Spring by a Blandford colour book (Military Flags I6OO-I9OO) and probably later in 1977 by a book from
another publisher, dealing specifically with the 1792-1815 period.

There is really no direct answer to Mr.Switzer's plea. To date there is no general work dealing
with French, British and Russian flags, and the subject is too vast to be dismissed in a few lines, or
even a few articles. Books have been written on the subject, but all are in their native tongue, deal
ing only with one nation's flags. At present 1 can only suggest Mr.Switzer refers to the work of Dino
Lemonofides (Almark books for British flags. Battle Magazine for other countries). Some of the Men-at-
Arms books also carry flag data.

On the French question, the new tricolour design of colour and standard was issued during the
early summer of 1812 following the decree of 25/12/1811. Cavalry were forbidden to take their standards
into the field, but some regiments did so. These tricolour flags were delivered without ceremony to
the Grand Armee during its march into Russia."

The French Army had the highest proportion of artillery to infantry ever used - powerful pieces
supported the tirailleurs and light guns came forward with the French Infantry columns to fire grape'
and canister at ranges of under 200 yards. Napoleon won many of his battles by concentrating artillery
on a narrow front, thus gaining maximum effect. The cavalry were well trained and disciplined and pro
vided with good horses - light cavalry were used for reconnaissance and screening, the cuirassiers and
other heavy cavalry for shock charges in battle whilst the Dragoons, who started out as mounted infantry,
soon became true cavalry suitable for both types of mission. The infantry also improved; the tirailleurs
becoming more effective with improved firing and manoeuvrability; the infantry column gained profession
al ability and confidence as one success followed another. The early victories of Napoleon were often
won by superb tactics that enabled him to strike in unexpected places. From about 1809 however, his
battle tactics began to be more massive and less mobile and he employed the heaviest concentrations of
artillery, cavalry and infantry on narrow fronts.
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I  This is primarily a wargaming magazine, yet I make no
apologies for commencing our latest products columns with details
of a non-wargaming figure. I defer to no one in my admiration
for Charles Stadden, both as a designer and a man, sharing his
admiration of the British Array and his true respect for the
British man-in-the-ranks throughout our Island's history. Now
Charlie has produced a model of one of my truly favourite soldiers
- a 95th Rifleman from the Peninsular 1809 and 1 hope it will not
be long before the painted model graces my mantleplece. This is'
the first figure to be produced by Charles Stadden for HINCHLIFFE
iiODELS LIMITED and, in 75mm scale, retails at £2.75p. Depicted
l.ere, it shows a tattered Rifleman in a characteristic position
end is detailed with all that incompai^He and quite inimitable
skill and style for which Charles Stadden is noted.

This model arrived along with a fine selection of other latest
releases from HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED and, if I do not want to
lose subscribers, 1 had better go straight into their new wargames
figures. With the exception of three Ancient Egyptians (this must
be a really fascinating period in which to.wargame if one could
afford all the necessary chariots!) the entire output is Napoleonic
and consists of some fine cavalry figures which will be most welcome

to round-off table-top squadrons and add realism to their ranks -
tliey are British Napoleonic Cavalry - Houselnld cavalry standard
bearer; Heavy Dragoon standard bearer and Hussar guidon bearer;

;.<■ di: I a Cheval of the Guard standard bearer. Cuirassier standard bearer
In addition there is a British Hussar guidon bearer together with

1 be;utiful figures. Perhaps because of the fairly recent T.V. produc-
ems to be an upsurge of interest in the Russian armies of the Napoleonic
triously painting up Just a force. Ho and other enthusiasts will no;
nely animated Musketeers - an officer and private both in a charging
iffe's latest releases. 1 have never fought a Napoleonic wargame where
for public demonstrations of the Battle of Waterloo and 1 only know one

in 15mm scale. This means that he will not be able to avail himself of
cavalry that have Just come out - Guard Hussar trooper and cfficer, and

- all of which will look very well painted up even in the drab Prussian

Hinchliffe's package of goodies also included the latest 75mm figure by Julian Benassi - a German
infantryman of the 1915 period. Of course, all artists and designers have their own style and I find
it most interesting to comijars this figure with the Rifleman mentioned earlier - both Stadden and
Benassi are among the world's leading figure designers and here displaj' their ability to realistically
capture the main characteristics of their subjects in a manner which 1 understand and admire. The
Stadden Rifleman is a lean and gaunt figure as befits a man who has suffered the . .privations of the
retreat to Corunna with little to eat. and amid foul weather, whiIst Julian Benassi's German infantryman
is a stout and stocky figure with a buggy uniform, the face beneath the forage cap being, to me, typic
ally Germanic. Indeed, the whole style of this Benassi figure makes me wonder whether Julian Benassi
has innately or witli cynical purpose, almost caricatured his subject so as to produce a German infantry
man tliat-we. , his British enemies at the time, were led to believed he looked like! In any event, it is an
impressive model which has completely caught the authentic style of the soldiei- and his period.

Finally, there are 1:3
period. This kit of super-
exemplify what was original
brilliantly engineered arti
indistinguishable from the
shop always causes a sharp
me that there might well be
who can turn out these kits
shops both here and abroad

2nd scale 5ktm. British 18 pdr gun and heavy limber of the Waterloo/Crimea
fine white metal castings,; selling at £'i.l7p and £3.18p respectively,
ly (and well may still be) the strongest feature of all Hinchliffe models -
llery pieces at a low price which make up into models so realistic as to be
real thing when adequately photographed. To see a model gun in an antique
intalce of breath and ai.hasty' fetreatowhen 1 am told its price! It seems to

a very respectable financial income available to a competent model maker
in such a manner as to give them an antique appearance and sell them through

most likely to be frequented by monied tourists!

1 began to think it was my birthdaj' this month when 1 also received a large package of the latest
releases from MINIATURE FIGURINES whose prolific output almost borders on the supernatural. They too
are turning out those "extra" cavalrymen such as standard bearers and trumpeters, who nicely round-off
our squadrons - typical examples are the Carabinier standard bearer, the Light Dragoon trumpeter and
the Nassau mounted bugler. Another speciality of MINIATITRE FIGURINES are their "Personality" figures
and this month we are offered the Prince of Orange (second-in-command of the Allied Army at Waterloo)
with a mounted staff officer holding a map. The full range of 25mm Napoleonics produced this month by
MINIATURE FIGURINES is as follows - Dutch Belgian Cavalry - Carabinier on horse, Carabinier Standard
bearer on horse. Light Dragoon officer on horse. Light Dragoon trumpeter on horse. Field officer on
horse and limber horse rider; Dutch Belgian Infantry - Belgian centre company standard bearer, Belgian
centre company drummer, Dutch line drummer, Dutch line standard bearer, Dutch line chasseur advancing
and Dutch line chasseur officer; Nassau Cavalry - Chasseur on horse, chasseur officer on horse, chasseur
bugler on horse. Prince of Orange on Horse, staff officer with map on horse; Wurtemburg Infantry - Line
drummer, line standard bearer, chasseur officer, chasseur bugler, Light Infantry officer. Light infantry
standard bearer and Foot Artillery officer. Of these, I particularly like the Dutch Line drummer and
Chasseur officer and private soldier in a fine advancing position. The Wurtemburg figures are also very
nice with an immensely stern Foot Artillery officer standing supervising proceedings, and a Chasseur



bugler who is so realistic you almost hear the notes! Drummers are well done too, particularly the
Wurtemburg Line drummer and the Belgian Centre Company drummer. I have previously expressed my ad
miration for Minifigs 25mm horses and the collection that accompanies the cavalry mentioned above are
well up to standard. I have heard criticisms that they are a bit broad in the beam but any such fault
is more than compensated for by their beautiful clean lines and detailed furnishings - I do not know
who designs Minifigs horses these days but he certainly seems to have got the knack! Also in the pack
age were two other beasts of burden - a camel which did not Impress me greatly, being rather thin and
gaunt but the elephant I really felt to be superb, quite out of Disney and it will undoubtedly look
wonderful when it becomes part of my son's army as he has already started guerilla tactics to wheedle
it out of me!

No MINIATURE FIGURINES list of new products would be complete without additions to their rapidly
growing 15mm ranges and this one is no exception. Peter Manning has undoubtedly been working hard as
the latest offerings include Prussian Guard Uhlans with a command strip; some French Fusiliers and
also a selection of accessories which gladden the hearts of all wargamers - they include a pontoon
wagon with a boat and timbers to form the bridge, a Prussian limber and a 6lb cannon and a 2 wheeled
wagon. Finally, there is a Persian chariot with horses together with King Darius and his driver.
Certainly among the wargamers of the Wessex Military Society, the 15mm range seems to be very much the
thing and no one can complain that they are not well catered for!

I cannot ever recall going to a convention without seeing Ray Seaton and his WARRIOR sales stand
- Southern Militaire '76 was no exception and it was very pleasing to talk to this likeable enthusiast
who quietly goes his own way, designing I'igures without any of the large-scale back-up enjoyed by the
larger makers. His figures have a quite unique appearance and pleasing style of their own which causes
some to be most pleasingly unique while others pei'haps are not quite of the same standard. Neverthe
less when painted they look most attractive and his new range of Persians should urge many wargamers to
either build-up or begin armies in this most colourful Ancient period. The range includes the follow
ing - Immortal spearsman, spear, horizontal. Immortal, firing bow from behind shield. Immortal, stand
ing, full equipment, Persian nobleman, spear and shield. Median noble, spear and shield, Iranian spear
man, standing, full equipment, Caspian archer firing, Sakae infantryman with segaris and bowman with
spear. Paphlagion, standing with spear and javelins, Mosehi speaisraan with shield. Standard bearer,
Persian cavalryman - full equipment, Bactrian cavalryman, bow and spear, Sakae cavalryman bowman,
Persian heavy cavalryman - scale tunic, Pei'sian extra heavy cavalryman, crested helmet and Persian
light cavalryman.

Last month 1 mentioned tlie 1:35 scale Japanese historical figures that were very suitable for
Individual Skirmish wargaming. 1 have now discovei-ed that they can be purchased from B.M.W. Models,
327-329 Haydons Road, Wimbledon, London S.W.I9, at 60p each - which seems to me to be quite a good buy.
The range includes a number of individual generals and lords together with cavalry, bowmen, spearmen
and men bearing muskets.

I note that AIRFIX are putting out a brand now r.
rolling stock and while this might not, be to the tast
the "Wild West Adventure Set" which is composed of a
passenger car and a baggage car which "explodes" '„o r
a gantry, a log cabin and six bandit figuies - the la
boys and the whole set-up could provide a background
Also, I hear that AIRFIX are putting out in the not-ti
kit in 1:76 scale - a forward command post comprising
section of road, with ammunition boxes, sand bags, a
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military figures there is to be a British Lifeguard I
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a ruined cottage, corrugated iron shed, a
sign post, barbed-wire supports, pickaxes, shovels.

In the same scale are four new World War II
;  Luftwaffe personnel and Gurkhas. Most of these
so. In the AIRFIX S'unm Collectors Series of
815 and a Bengal Lancer.
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should tend to neglect tli
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great interests of the wa

Ised four new sets of AIRFIX OO/HO scale figures, the day seems far removed
new box of Airfix figures was received with the greatest excitement and

IT wargamers who immediately- began thinking up ways of converting these
nnovcd fiom Iheii' oi'iginal type and position. The multiplicity of new war-
t  has tended to detract I'j-oni the excellent design and low price of these
great pity because they leally are good. In fact, if it were possible for
"I'ange at more fi'oquent intervals then I believe the manufacturers of metal
.'es with I'cal coiripeti tion on their hands. I find it an interesting reflec-
ve live, o; ; with wargamers invariably being short of money, that they
?e cheap and easily convertable figures (and also economic and well detailed

in favoui- of far- higher- priced metal figures. Undoubtedly there is a
ir-es and they do not need converting - but conversion used to be one of the
rainer. Time does not always improve things!

Another small maker- lor' whom I hare the grea
this Newsletter with his advert. Fr'om his Shangr
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ROSE MINIATURES of 15 Llanover Road, Plumstead, London SE18 3ST, regularly send out illustrated
sheets to add to their list - their Spring Supplement includes some very nice figures of the Coldstream
Guards for Marlborough's Wars 1701-12; some American Revolution figures (including two female warriors)
and a fine collection of French infantry .for the campaign in Egypt 1798-1801 - I have never fought a



wargame in this particular campaign but feel that there are fascinating possibilities in it. Re
verting to ROSE MINIATURES - this is another relatively small outfit who press on in their own quiet
way, invariably turning out fine high-class JAmm figures and with a small range of 30 and 25mm war-
games figures which deserve the attention of readers of this magazine.

Last month 1 mentioned

G.R.Hurt (unfortunately type
higlily authoritive on this p
first one has Just arrived -
future. Mr. Pengel tells me
completely with him when he
covering this highly complex
provement on the second book
kOp including postage you ca

a pamphlet illustrating Flags of the Seven Years War by R.Pengel and
d as Pringle for whicli I offer sincere apologies). Mr. Pengel, who Is
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From TABLETOP GAMES (ll The Green, Ruddington, Nottingham NGll 6HJ) I have received samples of
their latest products - one of their MICRO-WARFARE SERIES "MICRO-ANCIENT WARGAMING" and a set of
Gladiatorial Combat Rules "RUDIS". Micro-Ancients recreates a battle during the Punic Wars between
the Carthaginian and Roman Republican armies with the Roman ar-my counters representing a force of
two legions totalling approximately 22,000 men and the Carthaginian ar'my a typically mercenary force
with counters representing some 30,000 merr. Using the simple but comprehensive rules, up to six
players are able to recreate a complet.e battle on any i'lat sui'face on a battlefield that can be
varied to suit any type of terrain. This is truly "miniature wargaming" and ideally suitable for
taking on holiday or long distant Journeys. The Micro-Ancient game also includes extra army cards
ht 35p per card for Persians, Indians, Gciuls, Macedonians and Ancient Britons which enable a com
pletely different game to be played but using the basic set. Incidentally, each game costs Ll.OOp
post free in the U.K., plus 30p postage and packing outside tlie U.K. - there is also a Club discount
of 10^ for orders over £3.00)) which are also post free in U.K. Piobably available when you read
this will be a MICRO-COLONIAL game British and Zulus for £1.00p - there is no holding these lads now
they have got into their stride! The Gladiatorial rules written by Ian Bock, cost "Op and would seem
to be a very comprehensive and well thought out set of rules including all the different aspects of
Gladiatorial movement, combat attacks, del'ence, etc., discussing diffeient types of Gladiators and
their weapons and also involving fights with animals and rules for chariot racing - what .more can you
expect for 70p? Both strorigly recommended.

George Erik of MINIATURE WARFARE (mentioned elsewhere in this magazine in connection with the
Steve Curtis Memorial Trophy) is a regular supporter of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER with his regular
advertisement. George, wlio is a keen friend and one time associate of Charles Stadden, is a most
likeable and highly knowledgeable model maker. Until recently he was connected with the Subuteo
Table-top Football game and has a vast ex))erience in designing wargames figures, having done a lot
of work in Spain and elsewhere. If you live in the Tunbridge Wells area or if there is anything a
little off the beaten track that you want and cannot find it in other places, I suggest you contact
George Erik at Miniature Warfare.

Have you seen the centre page spread in this issue, depicting the latest TRADITION 5''mm set of
figures by Alan Caton? The legendary stand of Danjou's Foreign Legionaires and Camerone is one of
■the epic small-scale engagements of military history and absolutely made-to-measure for the wargamer
interested in Individual Skirmishing. Any or all of these beautiful figures fit admirably into this
increasingly popular field of wargaming and you will find full details of how to fight it out in ra y
book SKIRMISH WARGAMING (published by Patrick Stephens and obtainable through this magazine).

In America Lou Zocchi is extremely well known as a most energetic designer and purveyor of
innumeral board wargames and accessories. In a recent letter he wrote: "I am so busy filling orders
and designing that there is no longer any time left for playing - the closest I get to playing is
twice a month when I am paid to go to Keesler AFB and run a miniature battle of some sort. Here I
have been play testing several new games I want to publish, the fellows helped me work the bugs out
of Basic Fighter combat and now we are play testing the Advanced Fighter combat game." Lou sent me
a copy of his catalogue which is crammed with details of games covering every conceivable combat -
both historical and mythical. Lou also sent a sample of his new plastic STAR FLEET ships which are
assembled by using gentle pressure to snap the parts into place without the use of glue. He says -
".... this ship is the first of many more to follow and next to be produced are scouts, destroyers,
tugs, Dreadnaughts, Klingons, Romulans and so on. Each of these ships is a playing piece in the STAR
FLEET game which will come later - I can sell ships without rules, but not rules without ships! Each
ship has been produced in precise details according to the Star Trek Blue Prints. I was told that
Star Trek is being shown on television in England. If this is so, I am completely puzzled by the
lack of interest shown by my British associates. Malcolm Watson of Simulations Publications Inc.,
U.K., and the chaps at the London Wargames Section were not the least impressed with these models.
Nevertheless, we sold 1,000 of these ships in three days on two different occasions at Star Trek
conventions so we know there is a market for them in the U.S.A. I have had people write from Germany
and other countries to buy them and a few in England so how is it that the very people who are



gaming cannot visualise the market that these ships will enjoy? I would greatly appreciate informa
tion on this as I cannot fathom what has happened." Lou also sent me a set of his 20 sided dice and
mentioned that he is shortly producing dice with various numbers of sides - 'j; 8 and 12. If you are
a hoardgame enthusiast and you want to get in touch with the Crown Prince of enthusiasts in this field
then write to Lou Zocchi and Associates Inc., 760k Newton Drive, Biloxi, Miss. 39532, U.S.A.

B.M.W. Models (mentioned earlier in this column) are selling FORMASllAPE, a new range of original
vacuformed building kits at 56p each plus VAT. In HO/OO scale at the moment you can obtain a village
hall and a typical London pub; 3 outbuildings (a garden shed, a stable and an office for coal or a
goods yard) and a pair of terraced houses. Promised in the near future are a farmhouse; a factory
office front; a damaged cottage and walls; a church; a detached house and barn and military accessories.

From Richard Kohnstan Limited, 13-15 High Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, can be obtained imported
1:72nd scale series of armoured fighting vehicles made by the "Italian Masters of Miniaturisation ESCI
Armor". At 60p each, at present it is possible to obtain the U.S. 155mm gun motor carriage M12; German
tank PzKpfw III; a German Opel ambulance; a German 3-ton half-track SdKfz II; a German half-track
Hanomag SdKfz 251/1 rocket launcher. Shortly available will be the Matilda tank Mark II; a Russian
tank Kvl; U.S. Armoured half-track M3A1; U.S. 7-ton truck (kXk) weapons carrier; British quad gun
tractor; British 25pdr field gun and crew. Also of interest to wargamers are the sets of U.S. Marine
Corps figures and British 8th Army soldiers in this scale. The ESCI catalogue, all in colour, can be
obtained at 60p post free from Richard Kohnstan Limited.

From MATCHBOX comes news of a new series of 1:76 scale figures designed to complement their range
of Armoured Fighting Vehicles. Moulded in soft polythene the figures are crisp and finely detailed
although tending to be rather flat. The British set includes rifled armed men in kneeling, standing
and running posses; Sten and Bren gunners; 2 Vickers machine gunners; mortar with two crew; 2 flame
throwers and 2 plats; walkie-talkie operators; k men throwing grenades and k officers. The American
set is similarly composed plus a .50 cal machine-gun. The German set have much the same range of
figures but it is reported that the mouldings lack imagination in comparison with the other pair of
kits. Each box contains 50 figures and includes painting instructions - retail price is 30p.

CALCULATED WARGAMING

Keith Ball

Actually the basic idea of using actual numbers of men instead of the number of figures, (e.g.
768 men in a battalion, 2k figures), was suggested to me by two Ancients blokes who were doing a dis
play game at the North London Military Modelling Society do at Stoke Newington last year (where my
friend was doing guard duty as a 57th Line Voltigeur in the old Sabre Society). This is what you do:

Each separate TYPE of figure is given a firing value. I give British Light Infantry k.5, and
Prussian Militia 2.5, and fit all the others in between the two, so French Line are 3.5, etc., etc.,
(in Napoleonics of course).

The number of figures in the firing unit are counted, I normally only count the front rank, and
have a maximum range of 20cm. Then the number of figures firing are multiplied by the firing value
of its type, e.g. Ik French fusiliers would be Ik x 3.5 = (pocket calculator) k9. Then look at this
chart:

Firing unit not moved - +5^
Target unit not moved - +5^
Resting guns on wall, etc - +5;6
Smoke obscuring target - -5^

plus any other interesting situations you can think of. All the different percentages are totalled,
and a final percentage arrived at, so e.g. Target not moved, firing unit not moved, target obscured
by smoke would be +5 +5 -5 = 5^.

What you do then is to apply the percentage to the total you already have, in this case k9 + 5^
= 51.k5. You can forget the .k5. Then you take away the last digit from the total and throw the
number of dice that you get, in this case, 5(l) become 5, so 5 dice are thrown, if you had got 119,
you would throw 11 dice, etc., etc. Add the dice score to the total. For average's sake, let us say
we threw 18 with our 5 dice. This would give us 51 + 18 = 69.

Then find the average range between the target and the firing unit, in centimetres, and triple
it. Then taking your result as a percentage, take it away from your previous total, so if our Ik
fusiliers were firing at 12cm, take away 36^ from 69, which gives kk.l6. Scrap the ,16 and you have
a total of kk dead. Now I use a scale of 32 men equals one figure, and so I would take away 1 figure
and have 12 CREDIT left for the next volley against that unit, whoever fires against it. This means
paper records must be kept of the state of credit of each battalion. If the next volley scores say 7k
two figures would be taken away (6k) and that would leave 10 credit to add to the 12 credit, and 22 '
would go down on the record for that target.

This sounded bloody impossible to me at first, but with a calculator, it takes less time
out a musketry score like this than my old +^, +J, +i; etc., system, which'does not allow for
trends in firing efficiency.

to bonk

national

Of course, with 32 men equalling one figure, this works well, e.g. those Ik fusiliers (ik x 32 =
kk8 men) killed kk men, which is about 10^ casualty rate at 12cm. My scale is 1cm to 8.6mm, so the
actual range was near enough 100m. 10^ at 100m, it sounds pretty fair to me, of course the British
are more deadly, but even with the best unit and the best dice throws, they can only get 25$ at very
close range, so it is quite fair. For different scales, though, the multiples must be altered, but
this allows personal prejudices and knowledge to effect the musketry (which I am all for!)



LETTERS

"I have heen a reader of your magazine for some time and a wargamer for nearly 10 years (man and
toy). During that time I have 'fought' in many periods and in many tattles, toth as a memter of a .
clut, as-a teacher introducing the liotty to 5th and 6th formers in place of the more traditional Games
played in school, and solo at home. 1 have noticed over the years that as the game has become more
popular certain changes have come in the attitude of tliose taking part in the hobby. When 1 started
wargaming the only books available were your own and wargamers were few and far between. If one
mentioned what one did with ones spare time it was greeted by scorn, hoots of laughter, silence or
some other negative reaction. The coming of 'CALLAN' seemed to show many people that not all war-
gamers were nutcases or entering their second childhood. However, this attitude seemed to produce a
certain kind of cameraderie when one met other wargamers and I still find it among those who began
wargaming at about the same time as 1 did. Playing the game and enjoying it were important and losing
was something that one had to accept.

Nowadays things seem to be diffoix'nt. Attitudes liave changed so much that 1 now no longer seek
the comfort of a wargaraes club but prefei- to fight solo at liome. 1 am fed up fighting against people
whose sole aim in life is to win at aii costs. These are the people who choose Ancient armies which
are totally unbalanced wiien compared to documentary evidence but whose 'moral factor' or 'fighting
value' make them virtually invincible. These are the people wlio mock my 'Geimian' Napoleonic army
whilst laying out a French, army which is 75^ Guai'd (and noj-mally Old Guard at that!). These are the
people who call themselves 'Modern' wargamers and yet field TIGER 11s by tlie score against my more
balanced armies. These are t)ie people who, in my opinion, are making a mockery of tlie wliole thing
and who can, and have, driven otlior people out of tlie liobby.

1 am sorry that my letter seems to he so scathing but I do fee] tiiat unless it is said things
could well get worse. 1 do not want a return to the days when wargaming was a fringe hobby in which
only a few took part but 1 would like jieoplc to think a little liardej- about wliat tliey want out of the
hobby. If tliny want to win all the lime then by all means do so as Jong as they do not want to fight
me or try to belittle my views. Part of the enjoyment of wargaming is the researcli which moSt do. I
like to see correctly painted Old Guard on the battlofieJd but 1 also like to see a few Line Infantry
as well. To me balance is the most Important thing. Balance in ones armies brings accuracy and en
joyment. Balance in ones attitude brings understanding us well.

I hope that this letter is not too long for your most, interesting and stimulating magazine and
that, if printed, it will bring some response. 1 also hope thai some jieople will think about what I
have written so that 1 can go into a club again without the fear that I will be surrounded by "war
gamers" that do not really appi'cciate ray views on the subject."

R.G.Cordery of Chai'lton, London.

ooOoo

"Recent discussion on 5mm wargaming published in the Newslettej- has meant that I am still not
decided on the way to employ my "Heroics" Napoleonics. You mn\' lemembei' ray earlier letter (published
December 1975), in which I advocated fairl\ laige units, eoii-ec 11 >•'di vided into companies, etc. bell,
I still maintain that this would be ideal foi- a gi oup of wargamei-s ( ideal ty opei ating command teams-)
and having plenty of S])aco, and indeed (,ime (though this lattei- would not be too restricting, with
several players to move the ti-oo|)s).

However (despite my attenijits to contact the wargaraes group that sujiposediy exists in Madrid), I
still have to play solo, which means that 1 do not jnxil ly have time to be concerned wi tli individual
figures - and so 1 now intend to record losses in actual men. This means, of coui'se, that the figures
themselves (apart from occupying the correct frontage) hccome puiely decorative - opening the way to
reduction in unit size (highly desirable fi-om a siiatial. and economic, if not from a visual, point of
vi ew).

On the other hand, 1 can see no point in having figures to serve a decorative (rather than merely
symbolic) function, unless they can be raanoeuvei-ed to represent the various formations of line, column,
square. This means that each unit must have sufficient figures to be able to represent these forma
tions - and that each move can represent a maximum of 2-2^ minutes, which in turn limits the size of
units if all oui- distances ai'o not to be lidicul ous ly small. At present I am working on 1mm = 1 minute
- oddly similar to old 25mm concepts, isn't it?

All tills means 1 am still fighting on a gi'aud tactical, rather than a strategic scale - if one
wants a rathei' more strategic scale, it might he better to discard actual models aitogetliei' (though I
suppose we could retain 1 figuie pei- regiment, in a type 'roster', for inei'oly svmbolic purposes). With
this end in mind, 1 sent foi- Table-Top-Games Micro Napoleonics - but I was sadly disappointed with
this - I had long ago adopted cards to I'opi'esent units, while bitilding U]) forces (and for "dabbling* in
other periods), and I had expected some.thing bettei' fi'oiii a eommeicial undertaking - but. 1 found their
rules ..unnecessarily comple.x, whilst still being far from comprehensive.

1 imagine a tnuch better warganie/boai'dgame link wotild result from Padd>- Griffith's rules, though I
share Kevin Theakston's doubt about recording the status of so many units. Interestingly, Paddy has
reversed the current trend of evei' more precisely calculated casualties, by having just 6 status cate
gories (equivalent to having a 25mm unit with Just 6 figures). Presumable-, this does not matter too
much in a big battle, and would seem to be a useful simplification, and indeed, he is right we do try
and pack too much into our rules (I notice that boardgaraers are much less prone to this, and wonH'er if



it might have something to do with the presence of actual figures - usually recognisahle as helonging
to this or that suh-unit).

Anyway, part of the Interest of the game is surely trying to heat the enemy at all levels of
command If you are lucky enough to he ahle to wargame in a group, operating command teams, then
?ine But if not I fear few players would want to leave the responsibility of other levels of command
to a'simple dice throw (though perhaps something along the lines mentioned in Don Featherstone s War
games Through The Ages - Vol.111" could he worked out).

Hoping this will he of Interest, and will stimulate more 5mm discussion."

Martin Bates of Madrid, Spain.

ooOoo

"I hope the Southern Militaire was an enjoyable venture. It is a pity that 1 can never get along
to these wargaming functions. Being in the Army 1 find that I am either miles away in another Part of
the world or, as I am at the moment, up to my neck in some course or another. At the moment 1 am Hear
ing the end of a lengthy Arabic language course, which Allah willing 1 will finish in May prior to a
tour 'somewhere in the Persian Gulf as they say

One of tliese days 1 wl
period I think. The Northe
the patrol v sniper scenari
ings, since a lot of action
areas, which was my 'patch'

There would he plenty
and army posts involving a
such a personal type of war
a hit too real and nothing
cannister!"

11 get round to having a go at Skirmish Wargames, probably in the modern
rn Ireland type situation would lend itself perfectly to this type of game,
o. One would not have to even go to the trouble of making 5Amm scale huild-

1  takes place in pretty wild country, particularly on the South Armagh border
some two years ago.

of scope for scenarios sucli as, ambushes, attacks on isolated police stations
dozen or so figures. The only problem for me would be getting involved in
game, having been there and seen the results of bullet and bomb, it would be
like blowing away of couple of 5D0—strong Napoleonic battalions with

John Cook

ooOoo

"Maisie and 1 thank you for your Very kind letter of 29th March, enclosing the April copy of the
Wargamer's Newsletter - which arrived today, together with its notice in reference to the Steve Curtis
Memorial Trophy. Earlier tliis week, Mike Blake had rung to tell us that the Trophy to Steve was nearly
ready, but we had not realised that it would be finished and competed for so soon.

Perhaps your readers may like to know that we have received tributes to Steve from many parts of
the world, and a copy is enclosed in which the writers have formulated a mythical county in the Old
West and have named a mountain range and an old steam-boat after him. (See next letter).

Now that we have handed over the reins of Skirmish Wargames to Ian Colwill and Mike Blake, (all
letters for Skirmish Wargames should now go to Ian Colwill at 2k Mill Road, Gillingham, Kent), we are
striving to get back on an even keel, and although not wargamers, my wife and I will never forget the
tributes and deep feelings expressed by so many of your readers. Your great hobby and pastime brought
very considerable happiness to Steve."

Angus and Maisie Curtis of Watchet, Somerset.

"Dear Mr. and Mrs.Curtis,

We would like to thank you for your very kind letter and to express our sincere regret and
sorrow about your son. Although we never knew him ho provided us with a great deal of pleasure through
his efforts. There is no way we can ease the loss to you but we would like to make a gesture in a
manner we hope and think he would have appreciated. We do not mean this in a flippant way but have
named a major mountain in our mythical county and one of our steamboats after him as a reminder to us
of the man who made our fellowship in these games possible. Should you wish to show our first letter
to his colleague, Mr. Ian Colwill, please feel free to do so. Our sincere best wishes to you."

Robert W. Munson for all of us of "Dona Ann Co."

ooGoo

"The response to the Steve Curtis Fund has really been tremendous, hasn't it - most heartening to
think that so many people who knew Steve by reputation only in many cases should respond so warmly. We
all felt that the Convention and Tournament went off very well, and enjoyed ourselves very much -
though the girls felt the strain rather.

One further very pleasant duty I have is to give you our sincerest thanks for the way in which you
instigated and supported the whole project from the very start. Undoubtedly without you and the News
letter it would never have happened, and we would like to make this clear. We hope that the eventwill
become an annual one and Neville Dickinson has kindly offered us facilities at his event every year
and we are discussing the details with him at the moment. Naturally we will keep you fully posted on
developments.

With this somewhat major time-consuming project out of the way - most of the buildings we rebuilt/
repainted for the event, and many of the figures created especially - we both hope to answer your plea
for articles and bring the Skirmish Line back to a regular basis, starting with an update on progress
on various projects."

Mike Blake of Skirmish Wargames.



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - April 1976. Of interest to wargamers are illustrated articles on Scratch- ■
■building the Renault R-35/40 tank in 1:76 scale; Operation Sealion as a wargame; and a well illustrat
ed article on the Bleriot XI monoplane which provides some interesting thoughts for wargames in the
pre-191A period. May 1976 - Finnish Armoured Fighting 'Vehicles 1939-1945; Operation Sealion as a war-
game; Modelling, the Ram tank; plus numerous articles on Air and Naval matters with the usual excellent
features, on new kits, the latest books, board wargames, correspondence, etc.

BATTLE - April 1976. Of interest to militaria collectors and wargamers, this issue contains
articles on British Crimean War Medals; various aspects of contemporary military thought; interesting
correspondence columns, reviews of military records and books; the first of an interesting series of
articles on Mechanised Warfare by Bryan Perrett (well-known writer on tank warfare); Siegecraft and
Fortification; and re-fighting the Battle of Mortimer's Cross.

BATTLEFLEET - Vol.9: No.3. Articles on the Modern Soviet Navy; Horizontal Shollfire in the
Napoleonic Era and other features of Interest to Naval wargaracrs.

GRENADIER 1700-1840. This is a new magazine edited by Peter Morrison of 1 Laithefield, Branch
Road, Barkisland, Halifax, Yorkshire. It is published every second month at 35p and its Editorial
statement says "The contents will be basically dependant upon the fans of Horse and Musket so whether
there is a Napoleonic answer to Slingshot is dependant upon you!" With tlie majority of it written by
Peter himself, it contains articles on Lexington and Concord 1775; Pirates 1714; Guibert 1743-1790 -
an early wargamer; The Russian Army of 1812; and a contribution by the military writer Jomini 1779-
I869. When it gets into its swing this might well achieve its aim!

MILITARY MODELLING - May 1976. Contains well illustrated articles on Flat Figures; A Tour around
Miniature Figurines; The Death of the Prince Imperial 1879; plus numerous features on new books, kits,
model rii!urcs, boardgames, etc., etc.

NORSEMAN - April 1976. This is tlie magazine of the Northern Association of Wargamcrs and, of
interest to wargamers are articles on the recent Society of Ancients weekend at Worthing; plus news
of the latest occurrences in the Manchester Wargaraes world with details of new figures, books, etc.

SOLDIER - May 1976. This magazine of the Modern Army contains well illustrated articles on NATO
in Norway; Monty; The Defence White Paper; Gibraltar; the latest Military Band records, books, etc.,
and the doings of today's British Army.

SWORD AND LANCE - No,13. Contains well illustrated articles on Mud in Dioramas; The King's Army;
The Northmen; Ancient Naval Warfare; Club News; The Latin American Wars of Independence; The Zulu
Empire; reviews of boardgaraes, the latest books and figures - the latter section is very comprehensive
and well illustrated.

WORLD WAR 2 JOURNAL - Jan-Feb 1976. If you are interested in,the period then this is for you!
Published by Graphics House Ltd., 218 Beech Street, Bennington, Vermont O52OI, U.S.A., 01.50 per copy,
08.00 per year. Contains well illustrated articles on Tlie War in the Pacific; various aircraft; The '
Indian National Aimy in Europe 1941-45; Japanese hand grenades; numerous articles on Air and Naval
matters of the period; World War 2 wargaming; An American Infantry attack in Italy; Aerial Propaganda
Leaflets; a report on models of replicas (including figures); extensive book reviews, etc., etc.

WAR MONTHLY - No.2f-i. Well illustrated and authoritive articles on German Tanks 1914-1945; The
Little Bighorn 1876; Luftwaffe's last fling at Bodeiiplatte 1945; The evolution of the North Vietnamese
Army; The Vaagso Raid 1041 and an outstanding Destroyer night attack.

UNIFORMS OF THE SEVEN YEARS WAR - No.2 AUSTRIAN publislied by Greenwood and Ball.

Neil Cogswell writes:- "As though b\' magic m\- wish was gi'anted. No. 2 in this excellent series
is now available and it deals with the Royal Bohemian-Hungarian Army of Maria Theresa - Austrians to '
you. Like many 18th century wargamers the Austrians are my favourites. On the basis of white so much
colour is added. There are the regular German units as smart as any in Europe and then their more
exotic Hungarian colleagues in heavily laced clothing.

Never far away are the feudal Grenzer, or border troops, - ten regiments with five different
colours of uniform! Here is colour to enhance any table. But of course pride of place goes to the
cavalry: the dragoons were the most colouful of Europe. Dragoons - good lieavens who cares about
dragoons when Hungary is the homeland,of the Hussar: fifteen gorgeous regiments of them not including
the grenzer - add them in and you have twenty-five varieties!

Yes I have loved my Austrians, but I have also sweated for them. Oh the agony of trying to decide
if that regiment's musicians wore their colours reversed or not - it is all so confusing. Well it was
until Greenwood and Ball issued this superb definitive handbook. It includes evorytliing down to button
lace and up to standards. Bravo Greenwood and Ball: I understand that Great Britain is next."

In 1914 a leading French military leader declared: "Wlien on the offensive, recklessness is the
best safety" while Foch asserted that the chances of the attack were favoured by the deadly effect of
modern weapons; he qualified this by stating "formerly many guns manoeuvred to produce an effect. To
day, a few suffice." Marshal Foch's almost fanatical devotion to the offensive was not diminished
even when parrying on the defensive and in the Summer of I9I& his aggressi\'e ambitions came to fruition.



NOTICE BOARD
Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to

TRADITION, 5A and B, Shepherds Street, Mayfair, London W.l.

ooOoo

The Ilford Sword and Board Society meet in the Methodist Church HIT, Fremantle Road, Barkingside,
on Friday evenings from 6 o'clock every other week. Memhership fee payable each year is £1 (over 16
year olds) or 50p (younger persons). Subscription fee payable each meeting is AOp but will be reduced
if we can attract sufficient new members.

We fight all periods of warfare especially Napoleonic and Naval wargaming. Also many members are
keen on Middle Earth and boardgames. Each month a Society Newsletter is published at no extra cost to
Members and we also print our own rules and all members receive copies.

If anyone is interested please contact our Chairman, Mr.Paul Hughes, lA Belvedere Avenue, Clayhall,
Ilford, Essex for dates of meetings and free introductory literature and a copy of our Newsletter.

ooOoo

Ben K.Weed, Post Office Box 91811, Los Angeles, California 90009, U.S.A., (member A.S.M.I.C. -
American Society of Military Insignia Collectors^) is a serious private collector of military
standards and colours of all nations and historical periods. The flags in question are those standards
and colours created for specific military organisations such as divisions, regiments and battalions.
I am inquiring about persons who may be inclined toward correspondence with a fellow enthusiast in
rather an obscure field of collecting endeavour. I am very interested in making contacts and would
appreciate recommendations and suggestions related to this matter.*'

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 197'i inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c each or 11 for 03-50). Back numbers March 197A to
date can be obtained from TRADITION (5A and B Shepherds Street, Mayfair, London W.I.) at 35p per copy
including postage or FULL YEAR at £2.50p, plus 62p postage.

ooOoo

THE SWOP-SHOP

This WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER service is intended to be a workable exchange system among British
wargamers. Items for exchange can be listed in an ordinary letter which must be accompanied by the
small coupon from below. So, if you have something to swop, list the items thus:-

1. I have the following goods to offer:

2. I am interested in Item No. offered by I enclose
a plain stamped envelope. I can offer in exchange the following

3. I am anxious to obtain the following:

SWOP-SHOP VOUCHER

JUNE 1976

TO ACCOMPANY ALL "IN AND OUT"

SWOP DETAILS

Send list (with coupon) to the Swop Shop, Wargamer's Newsletter,
69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOL 5AD. The goods will then be listed in the next issue of Wargamer's
Newsletter. If you see items listed that you fancy, send a coupon with a plain, stamped envelope to
the Editor, who will address it, and pass it on - any negotiations can then be carried on direct.
You are welcome to simultaneously avail yourself of both ends of the swopping system. Please note
that coupons are ONLY valid for the month indicated. Because of postal difficulties and delays,
this service must be restricted to wargamers resident in Great Britain.

No.30. I.Salisbury offers - 19 Hinchliffe Zouaves (Confederate) including 1 officer; the Avalon Hill
game "Blitzkrieg"; the Conflict game "Overlord;" the Tabletop game "U-Boat" and the book "Battle" by
Charles Grant.

He wishes to obtain - 15mm English Civil War by Peter Laing or Minifigs; 25mm English Civil War
by Minifigs, Hinchliffe or Warrior and 25mm Renaissance by Minifigs, Hinchliffe or Warrior.

No.31. R.Bleasdale offers - 10 Hinchliffe Slingers and 10 Garrison Numidian cav. (javelins) painted;
11 Garrison CarthaginiaiHeavy cavalry, 10 Minifigs Jewish Infantry, 10 Anni niun archers, 5 Staff
slingers, 10 A.siatlc Mountainmen, 15 Dalmatian L.I. (1st Cent.AD), 1 Standard bearer (lst/2nd Cent.
ad), I Standard bearer (A/5th Cent.AD), I Alexander (Mounted); 9 Warrior Greek archers and 30 Greek
infantry. Games - Foxbat and Phantom (sim.Pub.) and Trireme (skytrex)

He wishes to obtain - 10 ME13 Armoured Dwarves, ME3 (Spear and Axe) dwarves, 1 ME55 Dwarf King
and standard, 1 ME38 Erit, 5 ME35 Citadel Guard, 1 ME53 Ranger, 10 ME2 Elf Archer, 1 MEA6 Elf King,
5 MEll large Trolls, 5 ME3I Hill Troll, A ME45 True Ore (sword), 1 ME24 True Ore (sword), 5 ME25 True
Ore (archer), 1 ME9 mounted Wizard, ME14 Wolf; Minifigs 15mm Romans and/or Byzantines, Minifigs French
Napoleonic Old Guard Band set No.l; also books "The American West" (Almark Pub.Ltd) and "Armies and
Enemies of Imperial Rome" (W.R.G.).

No.32. T.Wise offers - Various Airfix figures and kits; some books; Scale Models and Military
Modelling. Full list available.

He wishes to obtain - Elting and Esposito's "Military History and Atlas of the Napoleonic Wars".



The-Napoleonic Era was characcerlsed hy
change. Change vaa £felc everywhere,
but nowhere more than on the battle

field. In every country, leaders came
forward to challenge Napoleon on the
field of battle. Usually victory or
defeat depended upon the genius or
incompetence of a single Individual.
National differences may have had a
bearing on particular events but leader
ship was ultimately the key. High
quality troops could be sacrificed by
bungling commanders as at New Orleans.
Poor quality troops couid be Inspired
by a genius like Napoleon. If you're
tired of having y-air own genius frus
trated by artificial national differences
Chen you need to CHANGE to the player-
oriented game.

US ?5.00
Foreign $6.00
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SYSTEMS A.HALYSIS T/P/
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HAMPTON, VA 23663 </ ̂
Virginia residence add U%
Dealer and club racea on request
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L.S.Crrd Models
Gemd S.R.E. ForWrnts Lists.
i46. Hrrrogrte road.
Leeds. LS7. -4M7.

VorkS.

The things people do to our twoicolour kits.

Colour plan for the XXVIII S5
Friewilligen Panzer Grenadier Division,

Berlin 1945.

W^5

JagdpantherTank: latest in our ever-increasing your name and address with SYsp in stamps to
Military Kits range. The Marketing Dept. PlLesney Products & Co.Ltd.
Complete with two alternative detailed paint plans. Lee Conservancy Road, London E9 SPA.
For a realistic, authentic model on a diorama display

w1/76 scale. "MATCHBOX" Purple range Kit No.
PK-80.35p.*
For the new "MATCHBOX" Kits catalogue, send

nrcHBm

*Recommended retail price. "MATCHBOX" is the registered Trade Mark of Lesney Products & Co. Ltd., England,



Q series for the
empire builder

AT YOUR LOCAL

STOCKIST NOW

33 NORTH MAIN STREET

NEW HOPE,

PENNSYLVANIA 18938

U.S.A.

LATEST 54mm Releases:
By Roger Saunders:
H15 German Officer, 1914, in peaked cap
HIS German infantryman, 1914, fuii marching order
H17 Lady with roses
fVilOS British infantry pioneer in rain cape, 1916

AH at£1.40 piusVAT

and from Malcolm Dawson:

Ml04 RFC Piiot in fiying kit, 1917
M105 RFC NOG Olfserver in maternity jacket, 1917

Both at £1.20 pius VAT
P4 Frederick the Great with greyhounds

£1.60 pius VAT

Access and Barclaycard
welcomed with mail order

NEW HOPE DESIGN

ROTHBURY

NORTHUMBERLAND

Telephone: Rothbury 246

NEW FOR MAY

KING KHUSRU II

OF SASSANID PERSIA

in full armour mounted on armoured

horse.

£5.10 inc. VAT

This figure is one of the finest we
have seen from the talented hand of

John Tassel.

More Sassanids will follow soon.

SANDERSON

SAN 64
VICTORIAN CHILDREN

Four to a pack at £1.60 inc. VAT

pack includes

a ragged boy crying,
boy wearing a cap,

middle class girl with doll
and a boy and girl huddled
under blanket.

The finest Military Miniatures in the World

GREENWOOD
BALL iTD

61 WESTBURY STREET,
THORNABY-ON-TEES. TEESSIDE.

ADD 10% P.P. TO ORDERS UNDER £10.

OVER £10 POST FREE



SPECIALISTS IN

METAL MILITARY MINIATURES

ORDER 103 WALSALL ROAD, LICHFIELD, STAFFS sfiio
HOME

EXPORT

Todays precision military miniatures deserve

equally superior Modern Battle Ground resin

cast wargames and diorama accessories.

WW2 Small sandbagged positions for light anti-tank
guns, mortars, machine guns and bazooka. 20-25mm

WW2 Large positions including, pillboxes,derelict

cottage and artillery earthworks. 20-25mm

Napoleonic and American Civil War artillery
positions and derelict farmhouse A5-30mm

# Ancient and Medieval artillery/defensive positions.
25-30 mm

PROJECT 300' Micro buildings range includes
Arab, Tunisian, European styles. /300th

SAE FOR COMPLETE LIST OF ACCESSORIES

BATTLEGAME - LANDSCAPE-

DIORAMA PIECES in 20/25mm SCALE

NEW MODEL
D15 - Form Set

^RMTEC
Morty useful items and buildings - 72p I

D1 - 1914-1918 Trench System
D2 - Menin Rood

D3 - The Redon

D4 - Twin 88mm Gun Position

D5 - Fighter Dispersal Bay
D6 - 75mni A/T Strorsg Point
D7 - Ambush

D8 - Fortified Beach Position

09 - The Rovine

010 - Romon Marching Fort
011 - Three Nisjen Huts

D12 - Ancient Hill Fort

D13 - Americon Civil Wor Log Fort
D14 - British Civil War Sfor Fort

All above Dioramo Sets 72p each

- British Artillery Position & Mortar Pit
- Germon Artillery and Self-propelled

Gun Position

- Two Bonkers plus one in ruins
- Seven Emplacements
- WWl German Trersch System
- Revetted Breastwofk - Napoleonic
- Gobions - Two Emplocements
- Circular Emplocements fLge & Sml)
- Two Cottages in Ruins
- British Pillbox orsd Dug-out

- Encompment of 12 Bivouacs
- Tank Traps (5 double rows of 6)
- Germon Pillbox ond MG Position

- Two Revetted Earthworks

A1 - Row of three French style houses
in low relief - 30p

Scale Military Accessories for 1/76, 1/48 fit 1/35th model builders
to add ttsat extra detail and toucti of realism to your model AFV
or diorama. _

Rv8 - Canol Wharf Set - £1.17 All above ol 28p eoch

- War Gofite Bridge (2 bridges - one
destroyed plus plankingi

- Nissen Hut in naturoi setting

- Demolished House

- Six Lengths of Wolling 4" lorsg
- Three Lengths Stone Walling 9j" long
- River Bridge - three spon
- River Bridge 8" long/2" wide road
- Culvert Bridge & 3 lengths wolling
- River Section Stroight
- River Section Curved

- Stream Section Straight (2 lengths)
- Stream Section Curved 12 lengths)

River Bridge in Rui"'

Fine detail 1/285 scale Micro-Armour and 20mm scale Napoleonic

and American Civil War Artillery Pieces- Also ACW Infantry and
Artillery Crew figures all cast in metal. _

PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST SPECIFYING YOUR PARTICULAR INTEREST

Also ovoiloble o growing range of Micro-Armor Scale Sets

If sending by post allow 25% postage, minimum order £1.00

# AVAILABLE FROM LEADING HOBBY STOCKISTS

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargaming (obtainalDle through this magazine)

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) hy Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period hy Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation

in America) hy Tony Bath)
h. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames hy Donald Featherstone,
5. Rules for American Civil War games hy Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against

Natives) hy Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (incl. rules

for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) hy Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 19^^ Normandy-type wargame hy Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War hy Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (^6) including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet descrihing how to construct realistic

battlefields55p (02).



MICRO MATRIX
REPRODUCTIONS

All enquiries

1 CROOKSTON ROAD,
LONDON, S.E.9 Tel: 01 850 4079

Trade enquiries weicome

We have pleasure in announcing

A NEW RANGE OF ANCIENT
FIGHTING GALLEYS in 1/450 scale
After much research we have finally opted on a scale
which is ideal for wargame movements and fire power
and IS admirably suited for a small table area. This size
also allows for great detail and accuracy. Each model is
in metal and includes masts, sails and oars.

ROMAN TRIREME 100
AD 74p each

ROMAN BIREME 100
BC 84p each

(Pictured opposite
actual size)

PHOENICIAN
BIRENE 100 BC 60p

each

GREEK BIREME 100
BC 74p eachBC 74p each

18/19th Century NAPOLEONICWARSHIPSI/IOOOth scale in metal including masts&sails
BRITISH .^Innn OA mBRITISH Sloop 24 guns 2nd rate ship of the line 80 g
Cutter 16 guns
Brig 24 guns
Frigate 32 guns
3rd rate ship of the line64 guns
2nd rate ship of the line 74 guns
1st rate ship of the line lOO guns
East Indiaman 38 guns
Merchantman (Snow)
Bomb Ketch 1 mortars 8 guns
AMERICAN

Frigate 59 guns

Merchantman (Slaver) 20 guns
Gun Boats (2 In packet)
Shot Thru Masts & Sails
Dry Dock & Slipway
Dockside Row of Buildings
FRENCH

Lugger 10 guns
Schooner 22 guns
Frigate 40 guns
1st Rate ship of the line 110 guns
Merchantman 10 guns

'o ̂ver rising costs of materials we have had to Increase ourup to £5 or over £5 add 5% UK only. Overses P & P 60% Airmail, 30% Surface Mall.

uns 72p
Corvette 28 guns 54p
SPANISH

Galley 20 guns 58p
1st rate ship of the line 130 guns 80p
2nd rate ship of the line 90 guns 72p
Frigate 36 guns 54p
Merchantman (Treasure ship)
40 guns 72p

Straight Harbour Wall/Lighthouse 54p
"L" Shape H/Wall with Beacon, Loading
Bays & Derricks 74p

prices. P & P please add 10% for orders

HARROW
TELEPHONE:
01-427
0387

JACKLEX 20 mm

FOOT 7p CAV 17p

NEW! The Sudan Campaign

F1 Hadendpwah Swordsman
F2 Hsdfndowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman

,  El Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav" Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Off

F4 Jihadia Rifleman
F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL GATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 7

COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules. 6 handlers. 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £1.

COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun, limber, 8 horse team
horse riders, limber riders, etc.. £1.

NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRrtlSH ARMY

81 Officer Marching
62 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
84 Inf. Kneeling Firing
85 inf. Standing Firing
86 inf. Advancing
87 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
88 Inf. Marching
89 Highland Off. Marching

810 Highland Off. Firing Pistol
811 Highland Off- Inf. Lying Firing
812 Highland Off. Inf. Kneeling Firing
813 Highland Off. Inf. Standing Firing
814 Highland Off. Inf. Advancing
BIS Highland Off. Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
616 Highland Off. Inf.
BC1 Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper

INDIAN ARMY REGULAR

B17 Officer Marching
818 Officer Firing Pistol
B19 Infantry Lying Firing
B20 Infantry Kneeling Firing
B21 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
B23 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
B25 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer

H ARMY
Officer Marching
Officer Firing Pistol
Infantry Lying Firing
infantry Kneeling Firing
Infantry Standing Firing
Infantry Advancing
Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
Infantry Marching

Zulu Chief
Zulu Carrying Assagi
Zulu Throwing Assagi

^ FRONTIER TRIBESMAN

Chief
Tribesman lying Firing
Tribesman Kneeling Firing
Tribesman Standing Firing

THE MODEL SHOP
31 ST. ANN'S ROAD,
HARROW, MIDDX.

T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavaliy Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung

RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Cossack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 50p
Colonial Mountain Gun 50p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer, 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod. 1 Gunner
Kneeling. Set 40p

Colonial Gun Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling Set 40p

FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer

BRITISH ARMY
H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 Infantry A^ancing Rifle Separate
H8 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer

All First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only



PETER LAING 15 METAL
mm FIGURES

A selection from the extensive range of over 450
metal 15 mm Wargames Figures by Peter Laing

ANCIENTS

F901 Long Bowman Firing ^
F902 Long Bowman Marching
F907 Dismounted Knight with sword
F908 Dismounted Knight with glaive
F910 Dismounted Knight with axe
F911 Scottish Spearman standing

F501 Musketeer in hat firing
F503 Musketeer in hat marching
F504 Standard Bearer
F505 Drummer

F510 Officer with Partisan
F514 Peasant with billhook

F101 Marching Grenadier
F102 Marching Private
F108 Private firing
F109 Grenadier firing
F121 Advancing Grenadier
F122 Advancing Private

Ft British Inf. advancing
F2 British Int. firing
F3 British Inf. kneeling
F4 British Inf. Drummer
F5 British Inf. Standard Bearer
F6 British Inf. Officer

F601 British Inf. marching
F603 British Inf. advancing
F605 British Officer marching
F607 British Inf. firing
F623 British Bugler
F625 British Inf. kneeling

MEDIEVAL
4p M901 Mounted Knight with lance
4p M905 Mounted Knight with vrar

vprd hammer
aive 4p^ A901 Small Bombard
:e 4p A903 Cannon
g  4p A904 Kneeling Gunner

A905 Standing Gunner
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

4p M5Ur
MARLBURIAN

M4p M105
4p M109
4p A107
4p A116
4p A121
4p A124

NAPOLEONIC

l 05

F515 Dismounted Dragoon Firing
M501 Mounted Trooper in Helmet
M502 Mounted Cuirassier
M505 Mounted Trumpeter
M506 Mounted Stanoard Bearer
M507 Mounted Dragoon

Charging Cavalry
Ml 09 Bavarian Cuirassier
A107 6-pdr. Cannon
A116 Howitzer
A121 Mortar
A124 Gabion

4p M3
COLONIAL
4p F616F616

Prussian Inf. advancing
Prussian Inf. Drummer

Prussian Inf. Officer
Prussian Landwehr advancing
Prussian Landwehr Firing
British Household Cavalry

 Marching Zulu
F617 Zulu Rifleman firing
F618 Zulu Rifleman advancing
F619 Zulu Rifleman lying
F620 Zulu advancing
F626 Zulu running

Greek Hoptlite
Persian immortal
Mede infantryman
Persian inf. with spear
Greek archer kneeling
Thracian peltast

F408 Persian archer 4p
A401 Pesian cheriot 12p
A402 Persian chariot crew 6p
A410 Galloping chariot horse (2 rqd>6p
M401 Persian horseman Bp
M402 Greek horseman Bp

FEUDALS
4p M203 INorman with spear 4p M203 Mounted Norman with spear

Norman with axe marching 4p charging
Norman archer 4p M208 Mounted Norman with
Norman with raised sword 4p sword
Norman 'at ease' with spear 4p A201 Mangonel 1
Norman kneeling with spear 4p A202 Man with lever for mangonel

1 Mounted Norman with spear Bp A203 Two men carrying missile

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE
Standard bearer 4p F307 Grenadier marching
Grenadier drummer 4p F308 Private tight company
Line Company drummer 4p marching
Officer line company 4p F309 Highlander in kit marc
Officer grenadier company 4p F312 Hessian grenadier mai
Private line company M301 Mounted light dragoor
marching 4p M302 Mounted officer

F307 Grenadier marching 4p
F308 Private tight company

marching 4p
F309 Highlander in kit marching 4p
F312 Hessian grenadier marching 4p
M301 Mounted light dragoon Bp
M302 Mounted officer Bp

CRIMEAN
British inf. advancing
British inf. drummer

British inf. officer
British inf. standard bearer
British hussar

1 British lancer

F821 Russian Inf. adv. helmet
F822 Russian inf. drummer
F823 Russian inf. officer
F824 Russian inf. adv. cap
F825 Russian standard bearer
M809 Cossack charging

British inf. marching 4p
British inf. advancing 4p
British officer 4p
British machine gunner + gunBp
Loader for F705 4p
British inf. lying firing 4p

WORLD WAR I
4p A701 BritiA701 British 18 pdr field gun 12p

A702 British gunner kneeling 4p
A703 British gunner with shell 4p
A704 British gunner with field glasses4p
A705 Seated British gunner 4p
M701 British lancer Bp

P&P extra. Orders up to £1,14p: £2,15p: £3.17p; £4.19p: £5. 21p. Over £5 Post Free.
Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. 80p. Send 12p for list + sample figure. Over 450
items in 10 different periods available.

PETER LAING

Minden, Button St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD
Tel. 518 (SID 043 272)

LAMMING
MINIATURES
NEW RELEASES

MF/22 Foot Knight—charging and open hands—separate head
(as MF/5)
Closed Basclnet Head ball and chain, battle hammer,
pole axe.

AS/4 Sassanid Slinger
AE/8 Egyptian Foot—open hands for weapons, etc.
BY/8 Byzantine Psilos—Light Archer.
BY/9 Byzantine Psilos—Light Javelins or Spear.
BY/10 Byzantine Light Crossbowman.
AS/5 Sassanid Foot Officer.
MF/23 Crusader Foot Knight—open hands.
MC/IO Crusader Mounted Knight—couched lance.
RE/1 Roman Legionary (Empire).
RE/2 Roman Centurion.

RE/3 Roman Auxiliary Spearman.
RE/4 Roman Auxiliary Archer.

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN & BATTLE RULES
(One-to-one) Price 60p (including postage)

FICTIONAL WORLD MAP
30" x 20" 50p + 7p P&P

INDIVIDUAL COUNTRY MAP (fiscap.)
lOp + 7p p&p

Set of 12 dlHerent COUNTRY MAPS
£1 + lOp p&p

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN SHIPS
(1 /3000 scale) 5 for 25p

For full catalogue send 1 5p to:

LAMMINC MINIATURES
45 WENLOCK STREET - HULL - HU3 IDA

Overseas — Catalogue 30p

NOT QUITE A BA TTLE:

RA THER MORE THAN

A SKIRMISH

We refer this month to our Rules for Infantry Platoon Action
1925-1975 designed for small scale actions with 1 figure = 1 man.
This Is a most adaptable set which bridges the gap between the
larger action sets and the excellent Individual rules by Skirmish
Wargames. We provide a framework Into which you fit the
appropriate weapon types etc., In either 20 mm, 25 mm, 30 mm or
54 mm. We even know of people who have'translated' these rules
Into 1/300 scale on exact ground and figure scale!

Not only can they be used for 1939-45 but for any small action
between the years stated, including Guerilla and Partisan actions.
Again, ingenious devils have back-dated them to late Colonial
period by suitable adjustments to ranges, etc.

The price — post paid in U.K.75p. U.S.A. surface$2.40. U.S.A. Air
$3.00 Australia Air £1.30.

Will be printed In U.S.A., along with our other rules and books, by
Heritage Models Inc., 2916 BIystone Lane, Dallas, Texas 75220.

Wargames research group
75 Ardingly Drive, Goring by Sea

Sussex, England

Send S.A.E. for our full list



rnm Leicester
mn MICRO MODELS LTD

50WALCOTWALK PETERBOROUGH PE3 6QF

You've seen our adverts for our new releases but do
you know what we sell?

1/300 MICROTANKS

The original comprehensive range (over 100 completeiy different types).
All the detail you can see (no magnifying glass is needed to see the detail
you have paid for) — unbreakable wire gun barrel, your 75 L 48 will not
become a 75 L 24 In a moment of careless rupture.

1/300 AIRCRAFT

Our new rapidly expanding range (over 30 already) and we are the only
manufacturer of a comprehensive range of modern and WW2 aircraft in this
scale.

1/4800 MICROSHIPS

Designed for the wargamer, the nearest you can get to a realistic
scale/range ratio and still recognise each ship class — we've not yet
counted the number who have said in surprise "That's a class cruiser"
— over 120 in our range and 7p each.

1/1200 iVIODEL SHIPS

For the traditionalist wargamer and as a supplement to other 1/1200 scale
larger ships. t4o fragile detail and no bank account draining price either —
best value for money you can get— a growing range of over 30 and more to
come.

RULES

These are available for the popular periods — capable of being used in
complicated campaigns or to give an evenings pleasure — We don't know if
anyone copies them but we know you use them.

SERVICE

We are proud to say that if we have them in stock your goods are dispatched
within five days of receiving your order but we can't answer for the Post
Office.

LOOK OUT FOR OUR RANGEOF 1/300FIGURES (WW2TO START WITH
OTHER PERIODS TO FOLLOW LATER).

Send to the address above for our comprehensive lists.

U.K. RETAIL PRICE LIST 1976

25 mm Foot Figtires 38p
(per pack of 4}
Cavalry 44p
(per pack of 2 sets)

30 mm Foot Figures 30p
(single figure pack)
Cavalry (band) £1.00
(figure and horse)
PCI £1.32

(Hgure and horse)
Marching Figures 25p
(type 'S' & 'R')
(single figure pack)

54 mm Single 'Standard' Figure £1.50
(incl.Cl,C2,C4)
(single figure pack)
Cavalry £4.00
(figure and horse)
'Napoleon Advancing'.. £4.90
(set)
R17&R20 (set) £3.20
R19 (set) £4.45
C3 (set) £3.00

Backgrounds AH types (single pack).. £1.60

Furnitureetc F1-F6, F8, F12 50p
F7, F9.F11,F13 .75p
F14 :£1.75
F15, F16 75p
AFl-AFS 25p

Furniture etc AF6-AF9 35p
(com.) AFIO 70p

AFll 50p

25 mm A4.A5 65p
Cannon (single pack)

Vehicle: MV1&MV4.... £1.85

(l/76d • t) (single pack)
MV2 & MVS £1.35

(single pack)
MVS £3.50

(single pack)

'Bygone Age' Milk Float £2.45
(all single pack) Knife Grinder Cart .... £2.45

Hot Chestnut Barrow .. £2.45

Barrel Organ £3.20
Costermonger's Barrow. £3.00
Chimney Sweep's Cart.. £3.00
Stanhope Gig £2.95
Brougham £4.80
Hansom Cab £3.75

Royal Mail Coach £6.50
Phaeton Carriage £4.25
Delivery Van £4.95
Fire Engine £4.25
Carriage Horse £2.45
(all types)
Cart & Plough Horse ... £3.40
Tip Cart £4.70
Horse Plough £1.91

N.B. The above prices include postage and VA.T. (8%)

New 1976 Edition Catalogue/Handbook 50p plus lOp postage

Osprey
Militaria
Books
Unbeatable for accuracy, quality
and value

Men-at-Arms

Four ne'w titles just published;
The Zi^lu Wars by Angus McBride
A concise account of their causes, course and outcome, with
special emphasis on the Zulu side of the story.

The Landsknechts hy Douglas Miller
A fascinating study of these flamboyant 16th century
mercenaries, including many rare engravings and
formation diagrams.

Napoleon's Dragoons and Lancers hy Emir Bukhari
The first of a planned series on French 1st Empire line
cavalry. Illustrations include rare examples of the Bucquoy
uniform plates.

The Mexican-American War 1846-48 hy Philip Katcher
A description of hoth armies, with lists of units present at
each major engagement, eyewitness paintings and some of
the earliest military photographs.

Each hook includes monochrome illustrations throughout,
22-24 accurate full colour paintings of uniforms and
detailed descriptions of uniforms, equipment, tactics,
organisation and battle records. X
Paper covers. £1.76 each. ^

/Medieval Warfare
by Terence Wise

An authoritative and beautifully
illustrated account of fourteenth and

fifteenth century European warfare,
with appendices on wargamiiig and
modelling in the medieval period.
£4.50. Hardcover. |
Publication April 22nd. I

You won't want to miss the

Osprey Militaria weekend tr
be held at Belvoir Castle on

lOth/llth July.

Available from
booksellers and ' )
model shops, 1
or in case of '
difficulty
direct from: '

Osprey Publishing Limitetl, 12-14 Long Acre. London WC2K 9LP.

Please send me oopy/ies of

I enclose cheque/P.O., value £ (please add lO*;,, of total for p&p).

Please send me further details of the Osprey Weekend □

Osprey I
Member Company of the |

George Philip Group j



AIRFIX NEW MODELS FILE
AFRIKAKORPS

NEW MULTI-POSE KIT

:  ■ !nl9'41 the German High Command
iconsidered the strategic possibilities of conquering
cE^pt and the Suez Canal. In February.the 5th Light
Division containing elements from theSrd Panzer

^Division were despatched to Tripoli and renamed
fthe 21st Panzer Division. In April they were joined by
the 15th Panzer Division.

Together they formed the Deutsche Af n ka
Korps subsequently known asthe Afrika Korps under
the command of Genera! Rommel, who was promoted

:'in September 1941 to the rank of Field Marshal.
In 1942 Rommel lost at El Alamem and finally-

Ion May 13,1943 the African campaign ended in
: victory for the British Eighth Army L.he Desert Rats).

, The Airfix Afrika Korps come as a multi-pose
kit-a totally new concept in model soldier kit
building. Each box contains over 100 polystyrene
parts which are interchangeable so you can cement
Them together in a variety of positions.

There's a wide variety of equipment and
uniforms,too,includingtropical and steel helmets,
high-laced leather and canvas boots and weapons.

For up-to-date news and details of Airfix
models get the Airfix magazine, price 25p.

Also available are a set of detailed Airfix Books,
These give all the background information to such
models as the HMS Victory, Cutty Sark, Mayflower,
Spitfire, Messerschmitt Bfl09, P.STMustangand
Hawker Hurricane. -

iRFi:

Alrlkd Korps 1:32 Scale.
New to the world's biggest range

of construction kits.

DESTROYED BY RATS.

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


